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EDITORIAL This edition of FAN ADS re
presents at least three is

sues just lost into the limbo of hurly 
burly - August, September,October,Nov
ember and December. Many things hap
pened; too many to burden you all with 
now. However, my condition continues 
to be poor; I'm looking for a co-edit- 
or or a typist or a slave or a minor 
god to work a few miracles.

No FANKIND'S FANZINBSTin this issue 
because of lack of space. We received 
fifty or more in this extended period, 
some of which had reviews written up, 
but rather than ignore dozens of them, 
we choose to ignore them'all. Perhaps 
next time.

NOVA TOMES is a travesty, reviewing 
two books - two Shasta Publisher books 
mainly because they were the ones sub
mitted for review that got reviewed. 
Perhaps next time.

Beyond the Poe article, Ghu knows 
what will be in the next issue. If it 
comes out soon after this one, there 
probably will not be many ads in it. 
I am sorry to have blown a long record 
of pretty good service to high heaven, 
but could see no way around it. If you 
wish to continue to trust me with your 
business,rush some ads in and I'll at
tempt to take care of them. If an as
sistant is found, they are sure to be. 
We have more news already for the FAN
TASY FAN FIELD section that came in 
too late to hit this issue even! That 
will get in.

Incidentally, the TORCON REPORT is 
out now. It looks good, and if you 
want some interesting reading,(includ
ing a come-on from this publication 
which may now be considered defrauding 
in content) drop four bits to Ned Mc
Keown. 60pp of Torcon addresses drafts 
and write ups.

We can still raise our heads slight
ly over this issue, however, since it 
contains close to 10,000 words of this 
and that above many pages of ads. If 
we could've put in the rest of NOVA 
TOMES and FANKIND'S FANZINES, we'd have 
had a fairly respectable publication.. 
We'll get service yet........................... gus
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THE SEVENTH WORLD 
SCIENCE-FICTION CONVENTION

It Just naturally has to be the biggest, the best, 
the grandest of all conventions. With Cincinnati's cent
ral location, with the help of the book publishers as well 
as the magazines, with the aid of experience gained in SIX 
other conventions, there is but one thing necessary to 
make this convention stand out in the history of science 
fiction fdndom.

THAT OKE THING IS YOUR PRESENCE!

Foriyou are the one who brings the priceless ingred
ient without which no convention can be a success— that 
spirit of informal camaraderie which has made the conven
tions of the past a series of experiences never to be for
gotten by those who have attended them.

If you have ever attended a convention before, there 
will be little need to try to persuade you to come to this 
one. If you haven’t— COME! And meet you favorite au
thors on an equal footing, and get a chance to buy the o- 
riginal of that illustration you liked so well; and meet 
and talk with those fans whose names have become so fam
iliar to you and with whom you may have corresponded in 
the past.

Come and see if you don't say, as hundreds of others 
have said: "There's nothing like a science fiction conven
tion. Absolutely nothin#'."

Everybody is welcome, but if you want to belong to 
the CINVENTION COMMITTEE, send a dollar to

DON FORD, 123 MAPLE AVE., SHARONVILLE, OHIO.
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THINGS AIN'T WHAT THEY USED TO BE

by Deoil

................ which consists in the main of 
noteworthy bits of fen comment taken 
from the letter sections of previous 
mags, both pro and fan.

e e a

"...the Soviet represents a system 
radically different from any other in 
Europe and if it ever got into the 
control of such fanatics as I have 
mentioned (for the sake of the story) 
it is not at all improbable that Rus
sia would set out to clean up the wor
ld, as revolutionary France did in 
the past."

Fletcher Pratt, Science Wonder 
Stories, September, 1925^ (Mr. Pratt 
was referIng to a story that he had 
written in a previous issue.)

"As I have been a reader of Amaz
ing Stories for over a year,I thought 
you might publish this letter for me. 
I read three eoience fiction magazines 
and I have to admit that yours tops 
them all."

Olon F. Wiggens, Amazing Stories, 
February, 1933.

"Why do you read the mag if you 
don't like it, you ask? Well, Mr. Ed
itor, I've read Amazing Stories since 
Vol 1, #1, and 1would hate to let it 
down] the main reason I buy it any 
more at all is to keep up my fire. 
And I do have hopes of seeing it rise 
from the rut into which it has fallen.

Henry Hasse, Amazing Stories, 
August, 1933.

"I've heard of candy fiends and 
many other types, but I'm a new kind; 
I'm a Wonder Stories Quarterly fiend!

Forest J Ackerman) Wonder Stor
ies Quarterly, Fall, 1930.

"'Spacehounds' is splendid so far- 
-but not quite as magnificent as that 
positive orgy of soienoe — 'Skylark 
Three!'"

John Russell Fearn, Amazing Stor
ies, January 1932.

If U come across anything U'd like 
to see-in this column, send —iT t o 
"Decil"; 170 'C' St., Apt #2; Upland, 
California. Thanx!

SUBSCRIBE TO FANTASY ADVERTISER . . . 
1 issue 10/; 6 issues SO/; 12 Issues 

for a buck..

FOR SALE
Back issues of ASTOUNDING 
UNKNOWN, AMAZING, WEIRD, etc.

Send your want lists toi 
Jack Irwin
Box 3 
Tyro, Kansas

H. RI&ER HAGGARD BARGAIN SALE

Good condition 12.00 each

King Solomon's Mines 
Wanderers Necklace 
Elissa and Black Heart 
People of the Mist 
Allan Quartermane 
Nada the Lilly J
Margaret 
Brio Bright Eyes 
Lysbeth 
Morning Star 
Child of Storm 
Marie t
Pearl Maden 
Cleopatra 
Swallow

Poor Condition________75/ each 
Lysbeth
Joan Haste
Monte zuma's Daughter

Entire Lot for *28.00 
CASH, NO TRADES

N. J. Bowman 711 Pierce Street 
Gary, Indiana

300
MAGS FOR S

Scattered issues of Astounding from 
1938, up, starting at .65 each.

Astounding, 1935, 12 issues...*11.00

Wonders start at .65 (1931) to .30 (35)

Amazings start at *1. ('27) to .35 (37)

Quarterlies, .50. With covers, *1.00

Seven perfect issues of Argosy-all-story 
containing the overlapping serials, THE 
MAN MHO MASTERED TIME and THE RADIO MAN: 
*3.25. Also other ARGOSY serials, includ
ing Leinster's DARKNESS quatrology. (1,00) 
Scattered issues of other stf publications 
Send you want lists. Over *10. I pay post. 
Crosly Conners-4122 Toluca Lake Avenue-

Burbank California
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NOW READY ! ! ! !
....the book all Keller fans 
have been anxiously awaiting.
Two thrill-packed fantastic 
novels under sne cover!
All copies autographed by Dr. 
Keller!

Usual trade discounts.
NEW ERA PUBLISHERS

4 235 E. Thompson St
Phila., 25, Pa. $3
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GERMAN FANTASY ANNEX..........

S. Ostlund, our sole Swedish subscrib
er, sends a few notes on the German 
fantasy article in the last issue.

“It is, however, possible for me 
to inform you about some other tit
les:

Dominik, H. - Atlantis
Die Spur der Dschingis-Khan 
Befehl aus dem Dunkel 
Treibstoff SR
K8nig Laurins Mantel 
Das Erbe der Uraniden 
Lebens strahlen 
Ein Stern fiel vom Himmel 
Himmelskraft 
Kautschuk

Taeschner, T. - Atlantropa

The above books I own myself. Be
sides, I have also of those you men
tioned "Atomgewicht 500" and "Die 
Macht der Drei." I have read the 
following:

Daumann, R. - Macht aus der Sonne 
Abenteuer met der Venus

Dominik, H.- Land e.us Feuer und 
Wasser

Das StShlerne Geheimnis

I know of the following titles,which 
I have not read:

Daumann, R. - Protuberanzen 
Dflnn wie eine Eierschale 
Das Ende des Goldes 
Gefahr aus dem Weltall 
Patrouille gegen den Tod 
Das Insel der 1000 Wunder 

Richter, H. - Der Kanai
Turmstadt

von Laffert, K.A. - Fanale am Him
el

Feuer am Nordpol

These titles I can remember off-hand 
but I am quite sure there are a lot 
more. If you are really interested 
in German s-f I might be able to get 
some of the above titles for you. 
They are, however, rather difficult 
to get hold of, but I could try.

Personally, I think Dominik the 
best of the authors above, i.e., of 
those 1 have read, though he some
times give^ his books a strong pol- 
itiaal slant (nationalistic, but not 
Nazi, as far as I can judge). Apart 
from that, he handles his stuff most 
convincingly and with great detail. 
Daumann writes adventurous stuff and 
Taeschner deals with the Atlantropa 
project, described in one of John 
Knittel's later books.

FOR SALE
ARGOSY MAGAZINE

411 issues

1915 to 1918 »***» 1927 to 1932 
Inclusive.

BOOK SHELF, 1321 Main St, La Crosse, 
Wisconsin

Quote offers: :to be sold in lot

FOR SALE: At Your Own Price. My en
tire stock, books, mags., excerpts, 

fantasy 4 others. Over 500,000 items.
Not an auction. No waiting for higher 
bids. Everthing myst be sold quickly. 
Rudi your "want" lists j> offers. If 
goods are available I *111 notify you 
by return mail, or ship COD, as you 
wish.

WANTED: Old 4 reoent pulp fiction, 
confession, "true" detective mags., 
to be shipped to England. Also can
celed stamps, old auto catalogs, man
uals, books, etc. Have books, mags, 
duplicator, electrical goods, etc., to- 
trade.
Carl W. Swanson, Velva, No. Dakl

WANTED
IF ANYONE HAS AN INSTRUCTOGRAPH, I'LL

TRADE BOOKS OR MAGS.

PAUL DOERR, JR, 203 B. State, Sharon, 
Pennsylvania

MILTON SPAHN presents his new 

catalog. Copies may be obtained by 

writing to him at 1337 Merriam Ave? 
Bronx 
Bronx 52, N.Y.

I want books too. Send in your 

list in a hurry. Give author, title, 

condition and price wanted. I also 

buy straight and non-fiction.

FANTASY ADVERTISER, FOR FANTASY FINDS 

10/ each, 6 for 50/, 12 for J1.00.
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James Lord - Bookseller 
311 S. 13th Street 

Philadelphia 7, Pa.

BOOKS

good to mint postpaid 5 day approval

ABDULLAH: Bungalow on the Hoof 
Deliver us fran Evil

BULWER-LYTTON: Zanoni
Strange Story A The Haunted 

BYRNE: Messer Marco Polo 
CABELL: Something about Eve

These Restless Heads 
CODY: Best Tales of Edgar

Allan Poe, Chi. 1903 
DANE: White Benn 
"GANPAT": Harilek (rubbed) 
LEWIS: The Great Divorce 
HAGGARD: She

Cleopatra 
LEROUX: The Phantom of the

Opera
KEELER: Man with Magic Eardrums 

VIERECK: My

75g each
SMITH: Topper 

Thorne Smith 3-Decker
TWAIN: Tom Sawyer Abroad 

Tom Sawyer Detective 
Connecticut Yankee in King 

Arthur's Court, col. illos.
Prince and the Pauper

STOKER: Dracula
Stephens: Crock of Gold 

Etched in Moonlight
WARNER: Lolly Willowes
WELLS: The Croquet Player 
NEYMAN: House of the Wolf 
GRAHAME: Wind in the Willows 

Dream Days
SHELLEY: Frankenstein (movie edition) 
DE LISLE: Sardonic Tales

First 2000 Years
♦1.00 each

DE LA MARE: Memoirs of a Midget, d/w SACKVILLE-WEST: Thirty Clocks Strike 
DERLETH (ed): Sleep No More the Hour - 8 good stories, some
GODDEN: Bleak Narcissus fantasy; 1st ed., d/w
HEARD: The Great Fog SAYERS: Omnibus of Crime
HBYSMANS: Against the Grain, ill, NY TEMPLETON: Darby O'Gill and the Good
JESSE: Solange Stories, NY '31 People - 1st ed., NY 1903
LEWIS: Perelandra VERNE: Omnibus
THAYER: Thirteen Men WHARTON: Tales of Men and Ghosts
SEABROOK: Witchcraft (rubbed) WHITE A ADAMS: The Mystery, 1st ed.
_____________The Magic Island  

i 11.50 eacB

LAVIGNE: Ghost Stories of Old New 
Orleans - (2.75), NY 1946

VOODOO A HORROR: The Beast of the 
Haitian Hills - Marcelin, (2.50) 
new, Vw’

Canape - Verte, new, d/w 
WOOD: The Devil is a Lonely Man - 

NY 1946, A Thomas Wolfe-ish 
fantasy 

DE LA MARE: The Connoisseur 
ENGLAND: Bift Supreme 
HAGGARD: The World's Desire (1895) 

The Favorite Novels of -

- AND UP

ANSTEY: The Tinted Venus, London
1898, 1st ed. 12.00

BAILEY: Pilgrims Through Space 
and Time, new, d/w $5.00

BULWER: Strange Story, Haunted 
House, Zanoni, 3/4 Mor. |2.00

CENTURY OF GHOST STORIES, 1024pp 
d/w, London ND, scarce $2.50

DE LA MARE: The Return, $2.00
The Riddle, $2.00

HEARD: DoppHgangers, 12.75
HODGSON: The House on the Border

land, new, d/w, Ark. House |5.

- AND UP

PHILLIPS: The Mislaid Charm, d/w 
UTOPIAS: Ideal Commonwealths

New Atlantis
City of the Sun 
3 others

VERNE: Michael Strogoff - Ill by NC 
Wyeth, NY 1927.

WELLS: In the Days of the Comet, 
1st Am. ed., d/w

WHARTON: Ghosts, 1st ed, NY 1937
HEARD: Taste for Honey, in "Murder 

with a Difference"

HOWARD: Skull-Face and Others, new, 
d/w. Ark. House 1946 $5.00

PERUTZ: The Marquis de Bolibar, N.Y.
1927 $2.00

POE: Tales, Intro, by Hervey Allen, 
Wood engravings by Frits Eichenberg, 
Random House, 1944. $2.00

SMITH: Venus Equilateral, d/w $2.50
SMITH: Lost Worlds, new, d/w, Arkham

House, 1944 $4.00
SPENCER: The Lady Who Came to Stay, 

d/w, NY 1931 $2.00
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*Price after Larch 1, 1949: 2?^ each 6 for $1.00

FOR SALE

AMAZING STORIES 
1926 April (first issue) $2.00 
1926-1927 $1.00 ea.
1929-1930 $.75 ea. 
1931-1934 $.50 ea. 
1935-1936 $.40 ea.

AMAZING QUARTERLY 
1928-1929 $1.00 ea. 
1930 Spr 1931 Win $.90 ea. 
1932-1933 $.75 ea.

SCIENCE WONDER 
1929 Jun thru Dec $.75 ea. 
1930 Jan thru May $.75 ea.

AIR WONDER
1929 Jul thru Dec $.75 ea. 
1930 Jan thru May $.75 ea.

ASTOUNDING STORIES 
1930 Jan P NC $.50, May, Jun, Sep, 

Oct, Nov, Dec $1.00 ea.
1931 Feb thru Apr, Aug thru Nov 

$.75 ea. Jun P $.40.
1932 Jan thru May J.75 eaj Junf^ Julf

Sep]^ Nov P $.40 ea. / '
1933 Nov, Dec $.60 ea.
1934 Jan, Feb, Dec $.60 ea. 
1935-1936 $.50 ea

WONDER STORIES 
1930-1934 $.50 ea. 
1935-1937 $.40 ea.

WONDER QUARTERLY 
1929 Fall, 1930 Win, Fall $1.00 ea. 
1931 Spr, 1932 Win, Sum, Fall ,75ea 
1933 Win $.60

Condition fair to excellent unless noted as poor (P). Front 
covers on all magazines unless noted (NC).

CHARLES S. BRICE, JR.
Room 119, State Office Bldg. Richmond, Virginia
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Edition limited to 1,000 numbered copies - all 
orders received before October 1st will be 

autographed by both author and artist

$ 3.00 Ppd. (Not guaranteed after October 1st) 
GORGON PRESS
4936 Grove Street 
Denver II, Colorado
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WHO GOES THERE?, John W Campbell, Jr. 
Shasta Publishers - $3.00.

Shasta’s first book of fiction is 
this collection of ‘Don A. Stuart’ 
stories from ASTOUNDING from the five 
years 1934 to *38. Not all of them, 
of course, for Shasta itself has at 
least one more book of Stuart stories 
scheduled and there is material for 
a couple others, but a fair selection 
of material including the title story, 
TWILIGHT, NIGHT, FRICTIONAL LOSSES, 
ELIMINATION and two others. These 
stories have been popular and well- 
read since they were originally print
ed} there is not doubt that this wil 
be a popular book, nor that it will 
be out of print soon.

As a job of book binding,this book 
is not bad. It doesn’t set any great 
hsighth to shoot at, but it is neat, 
has few misprints, is readable and 
compact. The jacket, illustrated by 
Hannes Bok,is printed in red and blue. 
Here is my single beef about the book: 
The jacket paper is poor and the prin
ting is worse. Red blobs where evr 
someone thought they’d be needed. How
ever, you don’t have to read the cov
er, and the contents are excellent!

SLAVES OF SLEEP, L. Ron Hubbard - 
Shasta Publishers - $3.00.

This is the third book of Hubbards 
to see print this year, and, so far 
as a job of book-making goes, is the 
best of the lot. Originally printed 
in UNKNOWN in 1939, this swash-buck- 
ling adventure yarn is a lovely ex
ample of the light fantasy for which 
that publication was famous. As in 
its companion piece, CITY OF BRASS, a 
flimsy young chap from modern times 
is thrown haphazardly into the world 
of the Arabian Nights, filled with 
Ifriti, Genii, and bloody knives. As 
said, the story is light fantasy and 
adventure and will charm away some de
lightful hours. I personally like the 
story, having read it three or four 
times from Unk and once for this re
view, and recommend it, natch!

There is a wrapper illustrated in 
full color all the way around by Han
nes Bok. It is good. And the print
ing on this one is good - not the 
harsh splashes of Shasta’s prior fic
tion book wrapper. The book is well 
bound, - much better than the prior 
book. In fact, for our money this is 
one of the best jobs to come out of 
the small publishing group this year. 
Jacket, book, and story are superlat
ive; I say you need them. gw

FOR SALE
BRITISH FANTASY

I am able to supply British Fan
tasy books in print at the published 
price, plus postage, to Americans in 
exchange for U.S. material as gifts, 
or for cash. Some of these books 
available at present are:

THE HAUNTED WOMAN - Lindsay - Gollancz, 
London - $1.50

THE MANIAC’S DREAM - Rose - Duckworth- 
Bristol (Atom bomb tale) $1.75

MEDUSA - Visiak - Gollancz - Lon. 1.S0 
HIGHER THINGS * Michael Harrison 1.75 

(Fan Ads carried material by this 
man! )
DEATH OF A WORLD - Farjeog- Collins 

London 1.75
THE BEST SHORT STORIES OF MP SHIEL - 

Gollancz - London 2.®O

And there are others, all of which 
have been printed during the last two 
years.

I can also supply many reading 
copies of English publications at 50/ 
each.

This is your opportunity; Grab it!

J. MICHAEL ROSENBLUM
4, Grange Terrace 

Chapeltown 
Leeds 7

England

FOR SALE
I can still supply a few 

ASTOUNDING SCIENCE FICTION, 1935 to 

1947, for prices ranging from 25/ to 

$1.00. You’ll never get better cop

ies cheaper.

R. A. Elcun, c/o Fantasy Advert.
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When did the first Merrittale first appear in print?
Is your copy of The Moon Pool a first edition?

How many stories did A. Merritt >rite?
What short stories did A. Merritt write, and where oan 
they be found?
Did A. Merritt write poetry, and was any of it ever 
published?
How many times has The Ship of Ishtar been reprinted?
What famous Merrittales were plagiarized in what well- 
known magazine?

If you know the answeres to these questions, you wont need

THE BIBLION OF A. MERRITT

which gives you all the answers, because it is a Complete 
Guide to the works of the Lord of Fantasy.

This handy pocket-size checklist for the Merritt collector 
covers his complete known workd in the Realm of Fantasy, 
with listings alphabetically by titlej chronologically} 
by publisher) and according to the type of item.

Each entry carries a brief escription noting points of 
differentiation for quick and easy identification of any 
item.

The BIBLION is a Lyman and Lambert limited edition, cloth
bound, now in publication. The prices is two dollars, at 
which no Merritt fan oan afford to be without it. All pre
publication orders will be filled with copies autographed 
by the author. Send #2.00 for your copy to

Forrest J Ackerman 
236^ North New Hampshire Avenue 
Los Angeles 4, California
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FANTASY FAN FIELD

The big news in Canada these days 
is the Torcon managed very successful
ly by the ’Derelicts* of Toronto - 
needless to say it was a top notch 
convention with ye fen in attendence 
from hither and yon. The excitement 
over the convention even overshadowed 
the organization and formation of the 
Canadian Science Fiction Association 
- a milestone in Canadian Scientific- 
tion.

The ’CSFA* was safely delivered on 
Feb 23/48 much to the relief of the 
three anxious parents - Toronto, Ham
ilton and Montreal. Tutelage for the 
first year will be under the firm but 
gentle hand of the Lakehead SFS (Ham
ilton). One of the constituent science 
fiction societies elected to the
executive for a term of one year. 
This executive then names specific 
persons as Executive Officers.

Executive officers named to date 
are: Honorary President: Lloyd A.
Eshbach; President: James Templar; 
Secretary-Treasurer: Paul Rebey -100 
Arnold, Hamilton; Publicity Director: 
Greg Cranston; National Organiser: 
Jack Bowie-Reed.

The ‘party’ organ, the CSFA News
letter, has seen its first issue—and 
a very worthy one it is too (open let
ters, printed constitution,membership 
cards, and fee levies have also made 
themselves familiar to the CanFen.)

Other projects underway are a story 
classification system by Alastair Cam
eron, Secretary of the ’Fantasteller 
Association*; a prozine listing by 
Moe Diner, secretary of the ’McGill 
Science Fiction Society’; and a fan
tasy film listing by Paul Walton, 
President of the ’Picton SFS*.

The initial response to CSFA has 
been, to say the least, slightly ter
rific! On formation of the CSFA, 
Canada was represented by three SF 
societies and the defunct CAFP. Today 
there are over ten though not all
are as yet affiliated with the CSFA 
as Constituent Organizations. There 
is now a revitalized CAFP - several 
fanzines have appeared and several 
more are in the projected state. Per
haps the most significant of these is 
the reappearance of ’Censored’ after 
its demise of six years. Sponsored 
by the M/faSFS, but continuing its 
traditions, Vol II, No 1 still 
the silk-screen covers that made 
I famous, and still has the same 
itor - Fred Hurter, Jr.

old 
has 
Vol 
ed-

We/rd/WeirdMe/rd!
•YEIRD TALES FOR SALE

Lists and Prices*
1926* May, Oct, Nov, Dec w/covers 3.50 ea

1926* Oct, Nov, with covers 3.50 each

1927* Have all

Jan, Aug,

except Mar, Oct with covers 
$3.50 each

back cover gone 3.00 each

PRICE FOR ENTIRE LOT - ----- $33.00

1928:

■1929:

1931:

Complete, all have covers, in 
Excellent condition.
TRICK TOR ENTIRE SET — $35.00

Nov with covers —£$3.00
Oct front cover gone — $2.75

1930: Jan, 
July

June with covers - $2.75 ea
$2.00No covers

Jan, Bab-Mar, Apr-May no covers 
— $2.00 ea

June-July, excellent condition 
— $3.00

Also have many later issues and 
i. Terms:
Orders or

complete sets up to date. 
Postpaid. Postal Money < 
Cash with orders.

Ralph Rayburn Phillips
Portland 1,

1507 SW 12th Ave 
Ore.

WANTED

Lest Darkness Fall - L.S. de Camp 
Presenting Moonshine - J. Collier

James M. Perrin, 381-3 East 151 St 
Bronx 55, New York

OF ALL THINGS1 A POETIC ADD

Fellow fans, will you it get with,
And sell me

need a copy

some books bydark Ashton 
Smith?

of OUT OF SPACE & TIME,
From Arkham House (I wish I could rhyme!) 

One copy each, I wish that I could 
Get, of EBONY & CRYSTAL 4 SANDLEWOOD.

Send in your letters, complete with prices, 
And I’ll buy the books from whosever*s 

nicest.
Eldred Smith; 4331 Burns Ave; L. A. 27
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FANTASY FAN FIELD (cont’d)

Other recent items of note include 
the naming of Eric Temple Bell, PH.D. 
as Honorary President of ’McGill SFS’ 
and his acceptance of this post. The 
change of the Hamilton club’s name to 
the ’Lakehead SFS’ from the ’Digamma 
Sigma Phi’ and the subsequent reorgan
isation must also be noted; best wish
es go to the new president, J.C. Rich
ards. Picton has also come up with a 
first with the completion of arrange
ments with the ’Picton Gazette* to 
run a weekly science news column spon
sored by the PSFS. Leslie A. Croutch 
also walked off with the Hon. Presi
dency of the’ PSFS.

Formation of the ‘Halifax SFS* and 
the Deseronto SFS has been announced, 
and a recent airmail from the U.K. 
hints at the possible formation of a 
World Science Fiction Leauge.

It is rumored that there will be a 
change of editor and publishers o f 
CANADIAN FANDOM, Beak Taylor dropping 
out and Ned McKeown picking up the 
reins with plans for fall publication 
Confirmation of this will probably 
appear in the TORCON REPORT scheduled 
for appearance soon.

— C. £. Bowie-Reed

English author Eric Frank Russell 
dropped into the White Horse for a 
chat with the London Circle crowd dur
ing the later days of August. Quite 
an occasion for the young blood.

Wally Gillings is considering a 
change in FANTASY REVIEW. It will 
probably increase by 12 pages with 
the price raised from 6d to 9d with 
out extra spaice being used in adver
tising. His other alternative to in
crease the size was to double the 
pages, but only come out quarterly.

The New Worlds publishing project 
is coming along strongly, reports Ted 
Carnell. E^h shareholder will have 
to have a minimum of k5 worth of shar
es as the number of shareholders is 
limited to 50. Ted also announced a 
scheme whereby authors will not only 
get a basic rate per thousand words 
but they will also get> a bonus calcul
ated on the number of copies sold a 
week before the publication of the 
next issue. (More will be released 
on this scheme soon.)

Ken Slater has sent plans (in a 
lengthy prospectus) for a "Science- 
Fantasy Fan Federation of the United 
Kingdom" out to many British fans ask
ing for comments and advice. This is

FOR SALE
LEST DARKNESS FALL, by Sprague de Camp, 

N.Y., 1942, 1st, Mint, $6.50

IN THE SHADOW, by Top Robbins, London, 
1929, 1st, Very Good, Not fantasy, but 
an interesting Robbins item $2.00

THE ONE AND 20, by John Gloag, London, 
1946, 1st, excellent. S*F novel. Tom

orrow’s Yesterday" and 20 shorts $3.00

SIX NOVELS OF THE SUPERNATURAL, Ed. by 
Wagenknecht, N.Y., 1944, Excellent, 
Machen, de la Mare, Robert Nathan, 
etc. $2.60

THE HOUSE OF SOULS, by Arthur Machen, 
London, 1936, Contains The House of 
Souls, (4 stories), The Three Impos

ters, and the Red Hand. $3.00

jack price 
411 MARYLAND AVENUE 

OAKMONT, PA.

For Sale to Top Bidders

"Selections from the Writings of Lord 
Dunsany". 0ne of two hundred and fifty 
copies, printed by Elizabeth Corbet Yeats 
at Cuala Press, Churchtown, Dundrum, in 
the County of Dublin, Ireland, in the 
year nineteen hundred and twelve, and 
includes: The Gods of the Mountain, 
The First Act of King Argimenes and the 
Unknown Warrior, The Fall of Babbulkund, 
The Sphinx at Gizeh, Idle Days on the 
Yann, A Miracle, The Castle of Time • • 
. • • beautiful copy ...............

Lovecraft - "Beyond the Wall of Sleep" 
A poor copy, worn, w/o dj, a few 

pages missing from both the introduction 
and Glossary

WANTED! Fortean Society’s "Doubt" Nos. 
4 and 7.

E. A. Martin, 43 Sumner Street 
Hartford 5, Connecticut

Will trade
Lost Worlds - C.A« Smith 

for
Weapons Makers - van Vogt

James M. Perrin
361-3 East 151 Street

Bronx 55, New York
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FANTASY FAN FIELD (cont’d) 

the first post-war attempt to organise 
British fandom. The general reaction 
seems favorable.
Ted Carnell has booked a passage to 

tisit the 1949 Cinoon as Anglo-fandom 
representative. The Big Pond Fund, 
raised to bring Ted to an American 
convention, benefited to the extent 
of |60 from the Whitcon. There is a 
Possibility that Killy Gillings might 
be able to accompany him.

Arthur C. Clarke gained a B.Sc. 
with first class honors in his examin
ations this summer.

An infantile Rosenblum arrived on 
July 15th and is now known as Howard 
Adrian Rosenblum. Has dark blue eyes 
and dark brown hair. Yells quite a 
bit, but the mediaal report says he 
is perfectly healthy. Mother a a d 
father both doing well.

— J. Newman, F. Fears, & JMR.
The Avalon Company finally announ

ced the completion of the Keller book 
LIFE EVERLASTING and Other Tales of 
Science, Fantasy and Horror. It is 
ready for immediate shipment, running 
382 pages, and accompanied by a free 
bibliography of Keller * s published 
workd.

The Western Conference came off 
fairly well in its test flight. This 
first of a hoped for annual affair be
gan with a slap happy auction Labor Day Sunday (Sept 5th) with originals 
and reading matter being sold, swap
ped and given away. Young fandom 
staggered away from this one with a 
heap of booty.

Ackerman slashed into the after
noon of speakers, Evans MCing him in. 
4e spoke of the pros and their plans 
and demands for the coming years. He 
also gave some data on contents of 
the Unknown anthology, and let got the 
fact that it would be illustrated in
side and out by Cartier. His other 
big news was that Norton is to revive 
Super Science.

Many of the big names lined up for 
the affair squeezed out at the last 
moments Hubbard went to New York, 
Taine’s best friend died and Brackett 
the Kuttners and Boucher could not 
make it for various reasons. Since 
some of these folks were to have been 
speakers, there was a certain amount 
of confusion in getting things in ac
tion.

However, Claire Winger Harris de
livered an address on fantasy writing 

Don Bratton presented a report on the 
Fantasy Foundation library, and Guy 
"Genius" Gifford delivered a harangue 
against fantasy artists and their sad 
lack of imaginative detail.

SCIENCE FICTION WRITERS!!
ROCKETEERS!! AMATUER ASTRONOMERS!!!

The CHICAGO ROCKET SOCIETY is a group 
devoted to the study of the technical 
aspects of space travel in general.
We publish the ROCKET NEWS LETTER, a 
monthly journal. Why don’t you 
personally get the benefit oftKe 
wealth of really new ideas presented 
here?? -— Our monthly abstracting 
survey of all affairs and literature 
concerning space travel and rockets 
will prove invaluable. — Join in 
the fun by submitting your own ideas 
and reports. Get scientifically 
edited material with new angles.
SUBSCRIBE NOW!! Write:

Vincent Story, Secretary 
Chicago Rocket Society 
5747 University Avenue

News Letter 15/ per copy, $1.50 Year
Associate membership $2.00 a year — 

(Including News Letter)

WANTED TO BUYf 
FOR PERSONAL COLLECTION

CASH OR TRADE

25th Hour - Best
Last Men in London - Stapledon 
Lord of Life - Neil Bell 
The Seventh Bowl - Neil Bell 
Valiant Clay - Neil Bell 
Red Show - Moxley
End of an Epoch - A. Lincoln Hayes 
Sea Girl - Cummings
After 12,000 Years - Coblentz

A. C. PUTNAM 
119 ARTHUR AVE 
PEORIA 5, ILL.

wanted
"Out of Space and Time"

C. A. Smith

Cash or books and Mags 
for trade.

John Nevins Brattleboro 
Vermont

S. Brown, Jr. 65 Gordon St Allston 34 
WEIRD TALES WANTED Ma6 8.

Will pay any reasonable price;
i.e., up to $2.50 each for good 
copies of the April and July 1925 
Weird Tales with covers.
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FANTASY FAN FIELD (cont’d)
Van Vogt held the afternoon session 

well down with a talk of sex and stf. 
That is, he outlined some of the grip
es of the flamale against the collector 
For instance, that mag collection 
clutters up the living room. Bind it, 
or stick it in closets or the garage. 
Joe Fann spends too much time on his 
hobby. Well, youse dames have got to 
get a hobby of your own to go with 
the hubby you’ve got, or else get in
terested. One mistaken concept of the 
long suffering femme is that stf is 
for kids and not for the mature male. 
vV pointed out that stf is read by 
the upper IQ brackets* technicians, & 
scientists.

There was an auction here somewhere 
and Bradbury spoke briefly upon the 
dreadful & threatening future reveal
ed by the march of science. He also 
solemnly swore to continue to scare 
hell out of everyone. Stan Woolston 
walked away from the Big Pond Fund 
Raffle with a TWS original cover.

In the evening Rocklynne & Walton 
showed up too late to speak, but John 
Scott Campbell delivered a wondrously 
interesting speech on "Exercises in 
Imagination". This was followed by 
Dr. Richardson’s discussion on changes 
in the Earth during the past few years 
The evening speakers had a hell of a 
time vieing with dance bands, but the 
speeches were the best of the day.

Perhaps 75 showed up at the confer
ence, mostly from LA and vicinity,but 
one or two from Frisco, etc. A great 
many who had written from the north
ern countries* with hopes did not show 
up. The one day conference was well- 
planned in advance, but the plans 
were shot to hell, and all had to 
struggle thru, but I think that the 
majority of the mob enjoyed it. gw. 
—________ **** and ______________

WANTED
Books by- John Taine, Frank Owen, 

John Collier, S. F. Wright, 
Olaf Stapledon and A. Mer
rit.

I have some fine Fantasy Books I will 
trade for books by above authors, in
cluding:

Etidorpha, In Search of the 
Unknown, They Went, In the Beginning, 
Fantastic Memories, Ancient Allan, 
Venus Equilateral, The Survivor. 
Also a complete set of Burrough’s 
Mars and Venus books.

James M. Perrin, 381-3 East 151 St.
Bronx 55 New York

FAIR WARNING

The game INTERPLANETARY is soon to 
be sold to a large novelty company which 
will put out a smaller board using smal
ler color plates. Other changes, includ
ing the discontinuance of the expensive 
108 deluxe plastic parts, will be made 
with wooden and cardboard substitutes at 
no drop in the price of the game.

We still have something over 100 
sets of the original edition still sel
ling at the 1946 price of 12.00. But 
hurry up. The original edition will 
soon become a collector’s item at sev
eral times this price.

INTERPLANETARY GAMES 
186 SOUTH SECOND STREET, FULTON, N. Y.

"I’m a young Englishman, intelligent 

but not wealthy. I have ransacked Eng

land for "Horror Stories" and "Terror 

Tales". I have not found any. Will 

some kind Americans please send me 

some?

ERIC LUMER, c/o B^/FRW, London WC-1

FOR SALE
THE KING OF ELFLAND’S DAUGHTER! Lord 
Dunsany. Frontispiece by Sims. (Rare 
collector’s item, limited edition, 
signed by Dunsany and Sime.)

CREEPS. First of the 'Creeps' series.

TALES OF DEATH. Another of the 'Creeps' 
series.

TERROR BY NIGHT. One of the 'Not at 
Night's.

MY GRIMmESTNIGHTMARE. A collection 
of broadcast stories.

SEEKER TO THE DEAD. Burrage. Novel.

TALES OF MYSTERY & IMAGINATION! Poe. 
(Everyman Edition)

Obsolete British stf magsi OUTLANDS #1, 
NEW WORLDS Nos 1, 2 and 3.

J. E. Macdonald, 26 Dochfour Drive, 
Inverness, Scotland.

(Cash desired, but exchange items may 
be considered.)
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- foreword -

One thing should perhaps be made 
clear here. Even though the reader 
will find in the following article 
many firm and positive statements, 
they are intended only as personal 
opinion; the author does not 
claim to be an authority. Encouraged 
by the fact that any standard of lit
erary criticism must reflect the per
sonal opinions of many people, I hope 
a lot of you will agree with what I 
have to say

™ # ~

Abe Merritt is probably one of the 
luckiest of that old circle of great 
fantasy writers who were published in 
ARGOSY back in the twenties or there
abouts. Merritt was not only one of 
the most popular at the time his stor
ies came out,' but he has continued to 
be so while others very nearly as good 
are forgotten. More important even 
than that, however, is the fact that 
Merritt’s stories are still appearing 
in various editions; and that his name 
yet attracts much publicity.

many new readers. I 
yet attracts many new readers. In this 
respect, it should be remembered that 
no undue publicity has been given Mer
ritt by publishers, except the usual 
amount given a pocket-book, and that 
his fame is due largely to the enthus
iasm of his fans.

One attribute of Merritt’s work is 
that it does seem to have a certain 
timeless appeal. The reprints of his 
novels seem to be as well-liked now 
as ever. Many of the old-style writ
ers, when compared to modern fantasy, 
come out quaint, old-fashioned, and 
insipid. Judged by our present stan
dards, the time factor isn’t too im
portant. Merritt*8 stories read as 
though they were written yesterday.

His earlier tales do contain many 
expressions which are not in popular 
use today, and the novels have a cer
tain rambling method of narration 
which is alien to modern straightline 
story telling. Howeverjin the thought 
behind his writing, and the general 
overall effect, appear as undated now 
as when they were conceived. Further
more, when the serials were printed 
in book form, Merritt' first revised 
them and did away with much of the 
looseness of plot and condensed the 
excess wordage.

As an author grows older,his think
ing (and his markets) change, and 
his work undergoes a process of evol
ution. Of all fantasy writers, it is 
easier to trace this course in Mer
ritt, for his stories appeared one at 
a time over a period of years,and the 
change is more apparent.
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The first of Merritt's long serials 
to be published was "The Moon Pool", 
which came out in ARGOSY as a novel
ette and a sequel entitled "Conquest 
of the Moon Pool". However, we shall 
discuss only the combined version.

I don't know how "The Moon Pool" 
affected those readers when it first 
appeared long ago, but when I read it 
in book form, 1 was as enthusiastic 
about it as any book X had then read. 
In retrospect, many faults become ob
vious, but these are more the faults 
of the time in which it was written 
than of the.author.

For one thing, the basic structure 
was in places rather loosely built. 
Another fault would be in the spots 
where the poetic style is somewhat 
overdone. Criticism has been leveled 
at some of the characters who have 
been labeled "stock", particularly 
the German villain.

With all these faults conceded, 
"The Moon Pool" remains a classic ex
ample of fantasy at its best, and 
those scenes involving the Dweller on 
the Moon Path are as great as any in 
our imaginative literature. Frankly,

I admit that I am prejudiced for this 
story,because it was the first of its 
type that I'd read, and it fascinated 
me, completely and thoroughly.

Before going further, it might be 
wise to go into the appeal of Merritt 
writing. Merritt was one of the few 
fantasy authors who had appeal not on
ly to the fan of the unusual, but to 
the general reader. Even to the most 
undiscriminating, the fast action of 
his stories would make easy reading.

This brings up a point in connec
tion with Merritt's next serial," The 

Metal Monster". This story is in many 
respects the most fantastic of all 
Merritt's work,and peculiarly enough, 
the worst. I do not mean that the 
author spent less work on it, or that 
it has any essential fault which you 
can put your finger on. But the story 
holds less appeal for me, concerned 
as it is with an isolated,but terrif
ically fantastic,race of metal people.

Despite the above, the story isn't 
poor, for many people think it one of 
Merritt's top yarns. The discrepancy 
of opinion is probably a matter of 
basic taste, some people preferring 
the very fantastic theme,while others 
prefer the adventurous,close-tq-earth 
fantasy of the rest of his serials.

Nearly everybody has his own spec
ial favorite among the Merrittales. 
In fact, Merritt seems to be one of 
the most "un-hack" writer to enter 
the science-fantasy field. Each story 
was carefully and sincerely written, 
with rone of the haste necessary to 
one living off the proceeds of his 
writings.

The third of Merritt's novels is 
the ambitious "Face in the Abyss", 
which represents a culmination of his 
efforts in the earlier yarns, and 
shows rather definitely the direction 
which his later work takes.

His wonderful style, which before 
had been graceful, flowing and smooth 
but which had belonged to the old re
laxed school, now became concentrated, 
brisk and effective, building up to 
climax after climax. His beautiful 
descriptions were still there, but 
not obtrusive.

Don't misunderstand me. Compared 
to the clipped accents of some pres
ent authors, Merritt's style seems 
easy and unhurried. Nevertheless, the 
"Abyss" yarn is a.clear-cut step for
ward in its telling.

In all justice to Merritt, most of 
his yarns contain a strong, wry ele
ment of humor that helps to make his 
characters real, and to relieve the 
very real suspense he is capable of 
creating.

"Face in the Abyss" is, like the 
first two, a story of a lost race and 
civilization, with its strange, alien 
gods. Furthermore, in this serial 
Merritt uses his marked ability in 
making his monsters oredable. N o 
matter how odd, how horrible the mon
ster, Merritt could make it seem al
most a real person and even likeable.

Next came "The Ship of Ishtar", 
ilhich quite a few people believe to
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be Merritt's finest. At any rate, it 
is certainly different from the other 
yarns, concerning a strange ship sail
ing in a timeless sea. In this Mer
ritt succeeded where, in "The Metal 
Monster", he didn't quite carry it 
off. Although the story is wildly 
fantastic, it is also a darned good 
adventure yarn of absorbing interest. 
This should rank with our other Amer
ican classics."Seven Footprints to Satan" was 
published in 1923, and is not fantasy 
in the purest sense of the word, for 
there is nothing in it that breaks 
any basic laws of the universe. Its 
happenings are so improbable as to be 
impossible, but there's no physical 
reason why they can’t happen.

According to the publisher's blurb, 
this book Was a best-seller. That is 
understandable, since the story was 
simply a melodrama — a remarkably 
well written one, but the popularity 
of such melodrama has been often dem
onstrated. This yarn is of perhaps 
less interest to the fantasy-fan than 
any of the rest, but it is neverthe
less quite entertaining.

Here Merritt has evolved the strong 
fantasy of "The Moon Pool" to a slick, 
convincing portrait of a master crim
inal who assumes the terrifying pro
portions of a modern Satan.

After the "Satan" novel, a marked 
variation from his norm, Merritt turn
ed once more to the hidden civilisa
tion theme, and produced "Dwellers in 
the Mirage". So carefully composed 
are his btories that each, while you 
are reading it, seems to be the best 
he's ever done. However, this partic
ular story is generally regarded as 
tops among his serials.

For those who are interested in 
Merritt's style, "Dwellers" is an ab
solute gold-mine. Now it has reached 
the stage where it holds up as well 
as any prose being written today. Ex
cess wordage is avoided; two words 
are never used where one will serve, 
an effect Merritt had often scorned 
in the past. Moreover, the poetry
like writing, which before had impres
sed some as floriad and extravagant 
serves in a beautifully expressive 
manner.

The last two yarns should be clas
sified together, both of them being 
about modern witch-craft. The first 
"Burn, Witch, Burn!" is really little 
less than a prelude for the one which 
follows, but it is nevertheless a 
good story.

The action is fast-paced,melodram
atic; the central figure is a remark
able woman capable of capturing and 
imprisoning the souls of people with
in tiny, life-like dolls. Although 
this tale is dis-similar to the others 
Merritt's refreshing touch is evident.

"Creep, Shadowl" is a fascinating 
account of a present-day witch, who 
like all Merritt's sorceresses, is a 
little good and a little evil, and 
quite convincing. This is one of the 
best books of its type, and it seems 
a shame that it is not more complete
ly known among the general readers.

Despite the above paragraphs which 
practically put Merritt on a pedestal, 
it cannot be denied that he has faults. 
Many readers, excited by the praise 
of fans, buy all Merritt's books, and 
read them ata setting.£ And they are 
disappointed, justafiably so. For 
Merritt's narratives are all set in 
the same general pattern. However, 
an overdose of any author will turn 
you against hi*. Merrijtt's works ap
peared over a period of years, end to 
be properly appreciated, they should 
be read with the same time lapse in 
between.

Merritt has had many critics, for 
there is something about his yarns 
that repells certain types of people. 
Usually you are very enthusiastic 
about him or you don't like him at 
all.

However, you can take nearly any
one, and let him read, say, "Dwellers 
in the Mirage", and he may hedge, or 
claim he didn't care for it, but he 
usually will admit that it is a fine 
and beautiful story, certainly as pow
erful as any of his best sellers. 
Surely that is enough of a test for 
any writer!
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Fall 1948
PRICE LIST OF FANTASTIC FICTION

List - #5

CLAUDE HELD 3?2 Dodge Street Buffalo,8,New York

----FANTASY BOOKS FOR SALE -----
All of the following books are in good to new condition. Condition and any other 

information will be sent upon your request. Your want lists are allways welcome and 
given pron^it attention. Besides carrying a large stock of books,I also have thousands 
of Fantastic magazines,both professional and amateur ones.

U.S. and Canadian customers remit either in cash(BlIls).money order or check. 
Foreign customers only may remit In unused postage stands,making sure the exchange 
value Is equalto the same In U.S. currency. All books subject to prior sale,so send 
in your order now. I pay postage on all orders to any place in the world.

- Save this list for future reference -
ft************************************

*

T

T

Abdullah,a.-Alien Souls ->2.00
Ames,D. -Double Bed on 01ympus-2.00 
Arnold - Phra the Phoenician -3.00
Arnold,?.-Wings Across Time -1.00
Ashby - He Arrived at Dusk -2.00

Out Went the Taper -2.50
Asquith - Shudders -5.00

The Ghost Book -5.00
This Mortal Coil -3.00

Astor - Journey in OtherWorlds-4.00 
Bai ley-Deliver Me From Fva -1.25
Balmer-When World’s Collide -3.00
& Wylie-After World’s Collide -3.00
Bangs - Houseboat on Styx -1.00

Return of Houseboat -1.00
Ghosts I Have Met -1.00

Bechdolt-The Torch -2.50
Bell - King Tut-ank-amen -2.00
Beck-House of fulfilment -2.00

Openers of the Gate -2.50
Dreams and Delights -2.50

Beckford- Vathek -2.00
Beeding -House of Dr.Edwardes -1.50
Bellamy - Looking Backward -1.00
Benet,S.V.-13 O’clock -2.50

Tales Before Midnight -2.50
25 Short Stories -1.50

Bienstadt-Satan Was a Man -2.50
Benson,B.F.- Colin II -2.00

Visible & Invisible -3.50
More Spook Stories -4.00

Best,H.- 25th. Hour -3.00
Beresford,J.D.-The 'Wonder -3.00

World of Women -2.00
House on Demetrius Road -1.00
A Commmon Knemy -2.50
What Dreams May Come -2.50

Bierce-Can Such Things Be -2.00
In the Midst of Life -2.50
Collected Works -4.50

Biss,G. - Door of the Unreal -2.50
Birch - Moon Terror 2.00-
Bloch,R.-Opener of the Way -4.00

Blackwood,A. - John Silence -2.00
Julius LeVallon -1.50
Garden of Survival -2.00
Tongues of Fire -3.50
Episodes Before Thirty -1.50
Wolves of God -6.00
Promise of Air -1.75
Fruit Stoners -2,00
The Doll -1.50
The Human Chord -5.00
The Bright Messenger -5.00
The Listener -6.00
Tales of Blackwood -5.00
Incredible adventures -4.00
Pans Garden -4.00
Ancient Sorceries & Others -5.00
Dudley &. Gilderoy -2.00
The Lost Valley -5.00
Ten Minute Stories -4.00

Bond -Mr.Mergenthwirkers Lobblies -2.50
Buchan,J.-Runagates Club -4.50

’Witch Wood -2.50
Bradbury,R.- Dark Carnival _3.00
Bradshaw - Goddess of Atvatbar -10.00
Brown,B. - Universal Station -1.25
Burrage ,-Seeker to the Dead -4.00
Burroughs-Any title:send want list.
Cabell,B.-High Place -1.50

Figures of Barth -1.00
Way of Beben -1.50
Jurgen -1.00
1st.American Gentleman -1.00
Cream of the Jest -4.00
These Restless Heads -3.00

Chesterton,-Man Who was Thursday -2.50
Claudy,C. -Mystery Men of Mars -1.50

land of No Shadow -1.50
Collins - The Moonstone -.50
Conklin,ed.-Best of Scientifiction -3.00 
Chambers,R.-Search of the Unknown -3.00 

King in Yellow -5.00
Maker of Moons -7.50
Slayer of Souls -6.00
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CunmingSj, R. - Shadow Girl -1.50 —' England, G.A. - Cilrsed -3.&0Tarrano the Conquerer -5.00Girl in Golden Atom -6.00— Man Who Mastered Time -5.00 —-Brigands of the Moon -6.00—Cross, J. - The Other ’assenger -3.75Coblentz, S. - Sunken .orld -3.00Campbell, J. - Who Goes There? -3.00Campbell, J. - Mightiest Machine -3.00Crawford, - Witch of Prague -2.00Zoroster -2.00Cox, Z. - Out of Silence -4.00Coppard, - tearful of ’leasures -3.00Collier, J. - Touch of Nutmeg -o.OO .’resenting Moonshine -6.00Cullum, - Vampire of n’GobiDeCamp, - 7/heels of If -3.00Divide de Rule ect. -3.00Lest Darkness Fall -12.oO&, Pratt Land of Unreason -3.00Incomplete .Enchanter -o.OODe la Mare, - Gonniseur -2.50Daniels, - Clash of Angels -1.75Dawson, - Road to Avalon -1.00Dereleth, - Someone in Dark -12.50Something Near -3.00Dereleth, - ii.P.L. ” A Memoir" -2.50sign of Fear -3.00Sentence Deferred -1.50Man on All Fours -1.50editor nark of Moon -3.00Sleep No More -2.50sleeping & Dead -3.50Who Knocks -2.50DeMille, - Strange Mas. Cylinder-3.00DeComeau, - Monks Magic -2.00Douglas, N.- In beginning -3.00Nerinda -4.50Donnelly, 1. - Atlantia -4.50Doyle, - White Company - .50adge of Unknown -3.00Dunsany, - Charwomans Shadow -2.00Sword of Welleran -2.00Plays of God -1.50Blessings of Pan -1.75Plays of Gods & Men -2.00Jorkens RemembersAfr. -4.00Jorkens Has a Large Whiskey -4.00Travel Tales of Jorkens -5.00Up in Hills -2.504th. cook of Jorkens -3.00Eddison, A. - Worm Ouroboros -17.50Fish Dinner in Memison -15.00Mistress of Mistresses -5.00Styrbiorn the Strong -4.50Endore, G.- Methinks the Lady -2.00Werewolf of Paris -2.50Man from Limbo -4.00♦*»**♦»*♦»*>»»******»*»»•»*»*»***»»;

Darkness & Dawn -15.00Adventure Isle -3.50Air Trust -10.00£rtz,S.- Woman Alive -2.00Fearn,J.-Liners of Time -1.50—Golden Amazon -2.00intelligence Gigantic -1.50Ferenczy-Ants of Tim.Thuemmel -4.00Fischer,ed.-Pause to wonder -2.00strange to tell -3.75iinney,0.-Circus of ur. Lao -5.00The Unholy City -5.00Flourney-Erom India to Mars -4.00Forbes-Mirror for <• itches -1.50Freeman.A.-Aye of Osiris -2.00Fisher ,V.-Golden Rooms -- -2.00Frank,?.-Mister Adam T -2.00Fort,C.- Lo -6.00Wild Talents -6.00Book of the uamned -7.50Books of Charles Fort -5.00Gail,0.-hocket to the Mo©n -3.00Gibbons- Red Napolean -2.50Ganpat- High Snow -1.50Grant,J.- Winged Pharoah -3.00Lord of the Horizon -3.00△ye of Horus -5.00Gautier,T. - Avatar -10.00Gray - Lost World of Everest -3.00Haggard.H.R.- She - .60Collier set (23 vols.) good -25.00Eric Brighteyes -8.00Alan & Holy Flower -3.00Pearl Maiden -4.00Heart of the World -4.00Dawn -1.75Ayesha -3.00Benita -4,00.alan ^aretrmain -1.50Yellow God -6.00-Send your want list for other titles.Hartley,L. - Traveling Grave etc. -3.00Halifax-Lord Halifax’s Ghost Book -2,00Hammett - Creeps by Night -2.00Heinlein - Beyond this Horizon -3.00Heard - -Doppledangers -2.75Hunting - The Vicarion -1.25Hoyne---- Intrigue on Upper Level -3.00Howard - Skull Face & -5.00Hicks & Bennett-First to Awaken -3.00Hauptmann - Atlantia -1.50Harbou,T. - Metropolis -3.00Harvey Beast with Five Fingers -2.75Hichens - Doctor Artz -1.50Hyne,C. - Lost Continent -5.00Recipe for Diamonds -3.00Huxley,A. - Brave New World -2.50ClAUDE HELD 372 Dodge Street Buffalo,8,New York- 20 -
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Hall - People of the Comet -2.00 Machen - The Terror -2.50
Hodgson-House on Borderland -5.00 Three Imposters -2.50

Carnacki Ghostfinder -3.00 Matson,N.-Doctor Fogg -3.00
The Mghtland -5.00 Flecker's Magic -3.00
The Ghostpirates -5.00 Maclssac-The Mental Marvel -2.50
Boats of the Glen Carrig -5.00 Mamn,J.-Her Ways Are Death -4.00

Jacob4-Revelations in Black -3.00 The Ninth life -4.00
James-Best Ghlst Stories -0.50 Marshall,A.- Uptidonia -2.50

Ghost Stories of Antiquary -5.00 Marshall,E.-DIan of Lost Lan<i -2.00
Five Jars -8.00 Meik - Veils of Fear -3.50

Jenkins-Mir d ar in the U.S.A. -2.00 Meinhold -Qie Amber Witch -3.00
Johnson-Coming of the Amazons -2.00 Merritt- 7 Ibotprints to Satan-2.00
Karloff-Tales of Terror - .50 Face in the Abyss -12.50
Kaner -People of Twilight -2.50 Ship of Ishtar -17.50
Keller-Devil & the Doctor -3.00 Moonpool -3.50

Sign of Burning Hart -2.50 Burn Witch Burn -5.00
Kipling-Phantom Rickshaw - .50 Creep Shadow Creep -5.00
Kline,0.-Maza of the Moon -4.00 Dwellers in the Mirage -7.50

Call of the Savage -2.50 Story Behind the Story -3.00
Planet of Peril -5.00 3 Lines of Old French -2.50
Prince of Peril -5.00 Hie Fox Woman -5.00

Knight-Flying Yorkshireman - .75 The Black Wheel -4.00
Sam Small Flies Again - >75 -Any Merritt pocketbook -.75 each

Kaner-The Sun ^ueen -2.50 McHugh-1 am Thinking of Dar ling-1.75
LaMaster-Phantom in Rainbow -2.50 Middleton-The Ghost Ship & -4.00
LeFanu - Uncle Silas -6.00 Mitchell - The Last American -2.00

In a glass Darkly -6.00 Maurios-The Thinking Machine -2.00
Green Tea -4.00 Moore - The Puzzle Box -1.75

Leroux-Phantom of the Opera -1.00 Montgomery-On a Lark to Planets5.00
Lesgner-Phantom Victory -1.00 -More Hot At Night -4.00
Leiber -Nights Black Agents -3.00 Mindy,T.-Winds of World -1.50
Lewis,C.-Perelandra -2.50 Jimgrim -2.50

Out of the Silent Planet -2.50 Hira Singh -3.00
That Hideous Strength -2.50 The Nine Unknown -3.00

Lewis, L.-Tales of the Grotesg .-4.00 Rung Ho -3.00
London,J.-Star Rover -5.00 King of Kyber Rifles -1.50

The Scarlet Plague -3.50 Ivory Trail -3.00
Before Adam -2.00 Eye of Eeltoon -3.00

Long-Hounds of Tindalos -3.00 Devil's Guard -2.50
Low-Adrift In the Stratosphere-2.00 Full Moon -2.50
Lovecraft-Marginaila -7.00 Old Ugly Face -4.50

Supernatural Horror in Lit. -3.00 The Woman Ayesha -4.00
Best Supernatural Stories - .50 Marriage of Meldrum Strange4.00
Beyond the Wall of Sleep -25.00 Purple Pirate -10.00
The Outsider & Others -50.00 Tros of Sarnothrace -10.00
Notes & Commonplace Book -15.00 lion of Petra -3.00

Macardle-The Uninvited - 2.00 Nathan-Portrait of Jennie -1.75
The Unforseen -2.00 -Nightmare by Daylight -5.00

Machen,A.-The Bowman -3.00 Owens-Wind that Tramps World -4.00
Children of the Pool -2.50 The Purple Sea -4.00
The Great God Pan -10.00 Obrien-The Diamond nans -1.50t« »t »» »» -6.00 Prime-Boat life Bgypt& Nubia -1.50
The Hill of Dreams -3.00 Pratt - Mr. limpet -2.00
The House of Souls -2.50 Phillips - The Mislaid Charm -1.75
Far Off Things -2.50 Panics ( a collection ) -5.00
The Secret Glory -3.50 Post - Revolt of the Birds -3.50
The Shining Pyramid -5.00 ^ueen-101 Yrs.Detectixe Stories-2.00
The Green Round -3.00 Radcliffe-Mysteries of Udolpho -4.00

CLAUDE HELD 372 Dodge Street Buffalo,8,NEW YORK(dealing in SF s>ince 193



Band, A. - Anthem -2.00 Smith, C. - Lost Worlds -7.00
Reeve, - War Terror -1.00 Out of Space & Time -25.00

Dream Doctor -1.00 Double Shadow 4 Others -2.50
Riddell, - Weird Stories -5.00 Stevanson,R.-Isle Night's Entertnt. -1.00
Robeson, - Man of Bronze -1.50 Smith,E«E.*-Skylark of Space -3.00
Rinehart, - The Bat
Rohmer, Sex - I have all titles -

- .50 Spacehounds of the IPC
Trlplanetary

-4.50
-3.00

Russell, £• - Sinister Barrier 
Rutter, - Monster of Mu

-3.00
-3.00

Smith,!.- Biltmore Oswald
-Have all titles-Send your want list

-3.00

Sale, R. Not too Narrow eot. - .50 Snow,J.- Dark Music -2.50
Sayers, D.- Ctanibus of Crime -1.50 Starrett -Seaports in the Moon -2.00

2nd. Omnibus of Crime -3.50 Stpledon -Last Men in London -15.00
3rd. Ctanibus of Crime -2.50 Starmaker -6.00

Scarborough, - Modern Ghosts -3.50 Last 4 First Man -5.00
Scoggins, - House of Darkness -5.00 Odd John -3.00
Scott, - The Mandrake Root -2.50 Darkness 4 light £ -5.00
Serviss, - Master of Microbe -2.00 Sirius -4.00
Serviss, G.P. - Columbus of ispace ■-17.50 Death unto life -3.50

Hdison’s Conquest of Mars -3.50 The Flames -2.00
Seton, - bdnos the Magnificent -3.00 Old Man In New World -7.00
Sheriff, - Hopkins Manuscript -3.00 Taine,J.-The Time Stream r -5.00
Shell, - Sound Machine -2.00 Forbidden Garden -3.00
Stockton, - Bee Man of Orn -2.00 Green Fire -7.00
Strang, - 1000 Miles an Hour -1.50 Purple Sapphire -4.00
Shiel, M.P. - Purple Cloud -1.00 Gold Tooth -5.00

Above All Lise -5.00 Before the Dawn -3.50
Cold Steel -2.00 Seeds of life -3.00

Dr. Krasinskis' Secret -2.50 The White lily -3.00
Isle of Lies -12.50 Quayles Invention -6.00
Lord of the Sea -3.50 Tooker- Hie Dawn Boy -2.00
Yellow Danger -7.00 Day of the Brown Borde -3.00

Young Men are Coming -4.00 Thayer,T.-Doctod Arnoldl -3.50
Shielography -6.00 The American Girl -4.00

Sinclair, - Uncanny Stories -3.50 The Greek -2.00
Siodmak, - Donavan’s Brain - .75 little Dog Lost -1.50

F.P.I. Does not Reply -2.50 One Man Show -3.00
Sloane, - Kdge of Run. Water -2.00 One Woman -1.50

To Walk the Night -2.00 33 Sardonics -1.50
Small, - Avenging Ray -1.00 Uttley-Traveler in Time -2.00
Shelby, - Frankenstein -1.50 Vachell-The Other Side -2.00
Stoker, - Dracula -1.50 Van Vogt -Book of Ptah -3.00

Dracula’s Guest -6.00 Sian -4.00
Jewel of 7 Stars -3.00 World of A -2.50
Mystery of the Sea 
Lady of the Shroud

-4.00
-4.00

Out of the Unknown 
Wells- I have all titles

-2.50

Lair of white Worm -5.00 Welnbaum - The Black Flame -3.00
Under the Sunset -3.50 Wrlght,S.-War of 1936 -3.00

Stong,P.-Other Worlds -2.00 New Gods Lead -4.00
Stern - Travelers in Time -3.75 Vengeance of Gwa -4.00

In addition to the above books I have hundreds more, and your want lists are given 
inmediate attention. Remember I will quote condition on any item listed above.*♦* wanted wanted *** wanted *** wanted **♦ wantbb *** wanted *** wanted

ANY ISSUES OF TERROR and HORROR MAGAZINES IN GOOD CONDITION

CIAUDE HELD 372 Dodge Street Buffalo,8, NEW York
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TH 5UIPS OF ISHWE
Somewhere I read or someone told 

me, or it came to me in a vision,that 
A. Merritt almost sold us down the 
river. It was around late 1923 or 
early 1924 — the time isn’t too im
portant. He brought a novelet in to 
the editor of Argosy. If this story 
is true Bob Davis was probably at the 
helm.

He read the novelet, liked it — 
and told Merritt he thought it would 
make a lot better book length serial, 
if Merritt cared to revise it. If, 
again, the incident is true, readers 
of fantasy can thank the editor for 
spotting the greatness in the story; 
and Merritt for listening to the ad
vice to go after it.

So, on November, 8, 1924, Argosy 
All-Story Weekly presented the first 
installment of Abraham Merrittfe great 
THE SHIP OF ISHTAR. The story, which 
ran serially in six parts, is consid
ered by many aficionados as the great
est fantasy novel of all time. This I 
know — I can turn absolutely green 
with envy of the person just reading 
the story for the first time.

It is interesting to follow the 
SHIP through its editions to see what 
publishers, editors and artists do to 
it. Watching them work on the story, 
the conclusion - that they do not re
gard Merritt as wholly competent to 
do a job of writing - is almost ines
capable. The changes wrought by these 
would-be collaborators with Merritt 
are usually for no reason;and in some 
cases amount to sheer senseless but
chery.

For example,take The Ship itself. 
In the story, The Lord of Fantasy 
gives us a description of the galley- 
- a Jewelled craft of enchantment sail
ing on a lace-tipped sea - clear e- 
nough that no illustration is needed 
to visualize it. The details are 
there, details no artist coAid miss 
if he read them.

Modest Stein’s conception of the 
Ship, on the cover of that memorable 
first-installment issue, is rather 
good. The painting itself is beauti
ful, and his interpretation of the 
appearance of the Ship is in the spir
it of the story. It is a jewelled,

•Copyright 1948 by G. Gordon Dewey.
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enchanted craft. But if we can be
lieve Merritt's description, then 
Stein has put the oars too far aft, & 
there are too many of them. The text 
states that on each side of the ship 
there is ”... a single bank of se
ven great oars, . . . . * Suspicious 
of Merritt's figures, Stein shows 
twelve oars to the bank.

I do not recall whether Merritt 
anywhere tells us the color of John 
Kenton's hair. Modest Stein's Jon- 
kenton has red hair — probably not 
quite what Merritt intended, since 
Sharane has red-gold hair, and Mer
ritt is a deft enough literary crafts
man to give us some contrast between 
his characters.

The interior artist or artists, 
in this first appearance of THE 
SHIP OF ISHTAR, are equally distrust
ful of Merritt's ability to count. 
Stein's arithmetic is suspect, also. 
The interior illustration for Part I 
shows nine oars to the bank. Subse
quently the artist played it safe, 
either not showing the Ship, or keep
ing it at a distance so there could 
be no check on the oars.

But in Part 6 either a new art
ist has come along, he too certain 
that there has been a bad count on 
the oars; or the one doing the ser
ies has decided that he can come 
closer than any heretofore — can 
even better his first estimate by 
bringing it down — and he does! This 
time the Ship carries six oars.

The next appearance of THE SHIP 
OF ISHTAH is as a clothbound book, 
copyrighted 1926 by G. P. Putnam ' s 
Sons. I have five separate printings 
of this edition, and have been unable 
to find conclusive evidence as t o 
their order of appearance.

The copy I suspect to be the 
first printing is bound in brownish- 
maroon cloth, with titles stamped in 
tan enamel. The top edge is stained 
red. Such staining, with some pub
lishers, would indicate the first 
printing of the first edition. I do 
not know putnam's practice here - but 
have no other clue as to the first 
printing.

Copy number two is similar to 
the above, the only difference being 
the lack of red stain on the top edge.

Copy number three is similar to 
copy number two, except that the 
cloth is reddish brown.

Copy number four is bound 1 n 
dark wine-red cloth, with the titles 
stamped in yellow enamel.

Copy number five is bound in 
bright red cloth, with the titles 
stamped in black ink. I suspect 
this of being the last printing — 
not necessarily the fifths, since 
there may be others I do not know of 
— because a cheaper cloth is used, 
and ink, rather than enamel, on the 
titles.

There are no interior difference 
in these five volumes, all apparently 
having been printed from the same 
plates, with Identical pagination, 4 
using same logograph.

As a story, the book version is 
a sad patchwork of wanton vandalism. 
Compared with the original version,it 
reads as though the publisher had han
ded the manuscript and a pair of thin
ning shears to his office boy 4 told 
him to snip it down to size. Entire 
sequences have been ripped out bodily 
for no apparent reason^ and to the 
detriment of the story? The entire 
sense of the ending is changed by the 
omission of the vital sentence; "It 
hovered — and then upon its white 
breast two flames whiter than it ap
peared and clung!" Witlf this sentence 
as in the original version, not even 
death can part Jonkenton and Sharane. 
Without it, there is only unrelieved 
tragedy.

The Ship appears in silhouette 
on the front of the jacket and on the 
title page of the book. The drawings 
are similar, and this time the artist 
counted those oxars carefully, made 
certain that he added them correctly. 
There are seven to the bank! And with 
reasonable fidelity the outline of the 
ship follows the description in the 
text. This is unfortunate — the ar
tist has placed the helm at the prow, 
and the oarsmen are facing forward in
stead of aft!

The Frank A. Munsey Company, pub
lishers of Argosy, were traditionally 
opposed to magasine reprints. However, 
in the late thirties times were tough, 
and pulp magazines did not find it 
easy going. Munsey was in the same 
boat with all of them. So on October 
29, 1938, he broke the tradition, and 
to the delight Of fantasy readers and 
lovers of Merrittales that issue of 
Argosy carried the first of six week
ly installments of THE SHIP OF ISHTAR, 
reprinted!

Probably because of the breach of 
policy,there was no cover illustration 
merely an announcement of the story, 
"By Public Command." This version is 
substantially the same as the original
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with but minor changes, and with the 
restoration of the vital sentence in 
the ending that was omitted in the 
book version. There are interior il
lustrations. Those for parts 3, 4, 6, 
and 6 represent the same scenes used 
for the same installments originally, 
but have been redrawn.

The artist is still having troub
le with the oars. The illustration 
for Part 1 shows nine oars to the bank.
That for part 6 shows five. Merritt 
is not to be permitted his seven oars.

Seven years later, THE SHIP OF 
ISHTAR appeared again as a large-sis- 
ed paperback book, reprinted lytheAvon 
Book Company as #34 in their Murder 
Mystery Monthly series. The text in 
this version is substantially that in 
the Putnam book version — shamefully 
mutilated and showing the same witless 
alteration of the ending. There are 
no interior Illustrations.

The May 10, 1930 issue of Argosy 
begins a six-part serial by Kenneth 
Perkins entitled VOODOO'D. The cover 
painting is the work of Paul Stahr 4 
clearly illustrates Perkins ' story. 
The cover illustration on the Avon ed
ition of THE SHIP OF ISHTAR is a copy 
of Paul Stahr's painting noted above, 
redrawn and somewhat revised. It is 
inconceivable that this drawing can 
illustrate anything or anyone in THE 
SHIP OF ISHTAR. But if it does—then 
John Kenton's hair has turned from 
red to black, and he has raised a 
trick mustache. It is almost super
fluous to note that the illustration 
is unsigned; nor is the artist given 
a credit line!

The latest appearance to date 
(August 19, 1948) of THE SHIP OF ISH
TAR is in the Revival Issue of Fantas- 
tic Novels, dated March 1948. The 
text here appears to follow the orig
inal version,^with no more than minor 
changes, if any, and the ending car
ries its intended meaning for the 
story characters.

The cover illustration, by Law
rence, is a honey. Sharane is some
thing to sit down and dream about — 
wistfully. You'll never meet anyone 
like her. Kenton's hair is black, 
which is what Merritt probably inten
ded. The Ship is gorgeous, and its 
details of structure and ornamentation 
are quite similar to those by Modest 
Stein. But the oars seem a bit far 
forward,keeping Merritt's description 
of the ship in mind.

Lawrence, lacking the cock-sure
ness of other artists, cleverly avoid
ed responsibility for the count of the 
oars — a portion of the near bank is 
obscured by Kenton, and only four are 
visible.

But not so Virgil Finlay,who did 
the interiors, and who refuses to be 
outdone. The first drawing shows the 
Ship with a bank of twenty-two oars) 
There may be even more — again Ken
ton' s figure obscures the stern por
tion of the vessel.

Some of the interior illustrat
ions in this printing of THE SHIP OF 
ISHTAR show interesting antecedents.
The second one, for example, depicts 
the same scene as that illustrated in 
part two of the Argo sy reprint,though 
not, of course, the same drawing, or 
even a copy of it. The third interior
shows the same scene as that appear
ing with part three of both Argosy 
printings. And the fifth interior 
bears the same relationship to part 
four of both Argosy serial versions.

Only Nabu knows what future pub
lishers and editors and artists will 
do with Merritt's great story. Sure
ly the above record, which.hardly be
gins to assess the extent to which 
these meddlers have carried their tam
perings,promises little better for tb 
future. Though a mutilated Merritt 
is better than no Merritt, and we ac
cept it gratefully, it is to be hoped 
that there will be no addenda to the 
score thus far, except to note that 
future editions have "followed copy."

As a parenthetical afterthought, 
I'd like to ask any reader of this 
article who has any SHIP OF ISHTAR 
item not listed herewith to communi
cate with the author, with a view 
either to selling or trading. It is 
to be hoped that in time complete bib
liographical information on such items 
can be made available to all collec
tors, and the help of any willing 
reader is earnestly solicited.

*** the end »*»
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NOW ISTHE TIME
TO COMPLETE YOUR MAGAZINE FILES 4

Th® paper drives during war years resulted in the destruction of 
millions of magazines now much desired by collectors* The supply of 
those comparatively few magazines that survived the drive is definite
ly VERY LIMITED, and the wise collector is completing his files NOW 
while good copies are still available at reasonable prices* Magazine 
collecting, while not a new hobby, is just now beginning to attract 
general attention, and more and more are taking it up* It is evident 
that good, clean copies of those magazines favored by collectors will 
soon be unobtainable except at very high prices, if at all.

We have a large stock of fantastics and weirds, also Adventure, 
Argosy, Blue Book and Popular, Send us your want list NOW4 Do not 
wait until prices have doubled or trebled.

We also have a number of nice clothbound books by Rohmer, Mundy, 
Burroughs and Haggard, Need any?

WE WANT TO BUY

nice clean stocks of fantastic and weird magazines issued prior 
to 1945* If you want to sell, send us your list and prices, perhaps w 
we can use your collection. But please do not list any item that is 
not in VERY GOOD TO MINT condition, as we prefer not to handle items 
without front and back covers, or that show signs of wear and tear, 
AND PLEASE DON'T ASK US TO BIDI II Just furnish us with a good hpnest 
description of what you have to sell, and make us a price that will 

lable us to handle the items at a profit.

Write to us today. All correspondence promptly answered.

BOCKLOVERS1 BARGAIN HOUSE, P. 0, BOX 214,LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS,

JAMES LORD ♦ BOOKSELLER
311 S 13th St, Phila. 7

A GOOD BUY IN A PORTABLE LIBRARY

THREE MERRITTS: Seven Footprints 
Burn Witch 
Creep Shadow

FRANK: Mr. Adam
GREGORY: The White Wolf
AVON FANTASY READER: Run of the 

first five issues
OTHERS: Dracula

Murder of U.S.A
First Men in Moon 

ASSORTED ANTHOLOGIES: Including 
three Lovecrafts

One lot of 21 assorted pocket 
books, mostly Out of Print and hard 
to find. The AVON and other publi
cations are in fine condition and 
have wrappers..............................  ..$6.00**„*,****,****,•**»******«********
MASEFIELD, John. The Midnight Folk,

London, (1927), 1st ed. fine. $2.5(

WELLS, H.G. Famous Short Stories, 
1020 pp. *2.50

WISE, H.A. & FRASER, P. Great 
Teles of Terror and the Super
natural. Original Edition, new, 

d/w *2.50

BUY WISE SELL WISE

ADVERTISE

F A I T AS I ADVERTISER
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THE NATIONAL FANTASY FAN FEDERATION

Join Us Soon 200 Stf FANS

a ou can correspond, write, draw, Publish, 
and t-Fade or sell Stf in our group.

if Get the FINLAY FOLIO, only 50c to mem
bers. Etching-like Drawings GR.

if Advance price on book "The Sign of the 
Burning Hart" by Col.D.H.Keller, $1.50 to 
members. All particulars from;

K.Martin Carlson 
Moorhead, Minnesota.

■Richardson's ibexes" free to members -

2124 RENE CT.
JOHN E. KOESTNER

BROOKLYN 27 , N.Y.

THE PURPLE TWILIGHT GROOM $2.60
SPURIOUS SIN BOREDIN $2.60
ALAS THE GREAT CITY Ashton $2.75
BREAKING OF THE SEALS ASHTON $3.00
BEST SHORT STORIES OF M. P*. SHIEL $2.90
THE^LACE OF THE LION WILLIAMS $2.20
SUMMER IN 3000 MARTIN $1.50
LORD OF THE HORIZON GRANT $2.60
SCARLET FEATHER grant $2.60
REDSKIN MORNING GRANT $3.00
STRANGE DAUGHTER De WHOL $1.60
TIME MUST HAVE A STOP HUXLEY $2.60
LA BAS J. K. HUYSMANS $4.00
THE HAUNTED WOMAN DAVID LINDSEY $2.20
THE FLAMES STAPLEDON $1.60
WORLD D TREVARTHEN $2.20
VENGEANCE OF GWA S FOWLER 'WRIGHT $2.50
SEARCH FOR TRUTH - AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF HARRY 

PRICE (PSYCHIC RESEARCH) $4.00

MANY OTHER BOOKS PUBLISHED IN ENGLAND 
SEND ME YOUR WANT LIST

I ALSO HAVE US AND BRITISH S-F MAGAZINES
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FOR SALE
ODD VOLUMES,ARGOSY MAGAZINES 

(1933 to 1943)inclusive.
All with covers, as is 

25 cents each.

MacISAA.C Fred. The Golden Woman
Argosy Magazine.1939 3vols.

$1.00

STONG Phil. 25 Modern Stories of
Mystery and Imagination.(1942)

GOOD $1.03

PACKARD Frank L. The Locked Book 
with golden dragon imprinted 
around the covers.(1924) $1.00 
4H-4w'«4r4H.’ iJK ■K###4;# 4f,K-4K4c 4t4f 4t4>4»
Make me an offer on the following 

MAMMOTH ADVENTURE MAGAZINE
VOL 1. N0.1

ALSO Munsey Magazine.March 1907

Outdoor J.ife Aug. 1908 Covers 
Torn.

CARL ESTEP 1109 E. 39st.
KANSAS CITY MO-

AStoria 8-2377

Will Sykora
Scientifictionist—Science Hobbyist

P.O. Box No. 4, Steinway Station 
Long Island City 3, New York

All Letters Answered

*♦» STaPLEDQN BOOKS FOK
Last Men in London-Ist., fine, d/w -15.00 
Starmaker - 1st., good -6.00
Last & Birst Man - 1st.,very good -5.00 
Odd John - 1st., good , rbd. -3.00
Darkness & Light - 1st., good -5.00
Sirius - 1st.,, good , d/w -4.00
Death Unto Life - 1st., new -3.50
The Flames - 1st., new -2.00
Old Man in New World-^t», verygo.od-7.00 
Claude Held,372 Dodge St.,Buffalo,8,N.Y.

Science I^ntasy

PUBLICATIONS

Announcing:-

BRITISH BOOKS & MAGAZINES 
New A Old

Weird, Fantasy & Science - fiction

TH J F.- JIT 0P0 LO G Io T

A magazine devoted to the 
anatomy of extra-dimensional 
fantasy, and nova-themes.

Your copj 10/

THE MACHO HKLSo 
BETHALTO, ILLINOIS

Wanted in Trade 
CHECKLIST OF FANTASTIC LITERATURE 
THE BLACK WHEEL; DARK CARNIVAL 
STRANGE PORTS OF CALL; JUMBEE 
IF THIS GOES ON (or any Heinlein) 
HOUSE ON THE BORDERLAND

THE MISLAID CHARM (autographed)d/w
THE IMPREGNABLE CITI VG, no d/w

Will Trade for Above or Sell
VENUS EQUILATERAL VG, d/w
DOPPELGANGER VG, d/w
LEGION OF SPACE VG, d/w
THE MIGHTIEST MACHINE VG, d/w
LADY FROM VENUS VG, d/w
THE LOST WORLD VG, d/w
SALOME VG, d/w

L. Broda, 825 Hunts Point Ave.
New York 59, N. Y.
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As the Longest-Established Finn of 
Fantasy Specialists on the Europe
an side of the Atlantic, we can 
offer a wide selection of Books & 
Magazines at British Prices.

Put your name on our Mailing List 
and receive our regular FREE CAT
ALOGUES.

We also offer Back Numbers of Am
erican Science-Fiction Magazines, 
and British Reprint Editions.

TALES OF WONDER................60 cents
FANTASY (Newnes)............. 60 cents
ASTOUNDING Reprints from 15/ 
THE FLAMES by Stapledon C 1.30

Send Dollars or International Mon
ey Orders (No Cheques).

SCIENCE-FANTASY PUBLICATIONS 
(Dept. FA)

16 Rockville Road, Liverpool 14 
England

wanted
Pulps of every type (including S.F.) 
and pocket books of any type.

I can exchange for any English 
periodical and magazines and books 
if available. Larger Quantities the 
better, will wdcome correspondence.

M. MICK RHODES
44 Roundhay Road

Leeds................Yorkshire.............. Ugland



Know the Facts about the Great American Shangri-La.

What startling link exists between Mount Shasta in 
California and the fabulous lost continents of 
Lemuria and Atlantis?

Learn the Great Truths which were known only to the
Adeptsi

Revealed now in the monumental tale of Adventure 
and Romance —

BROTHERHOOD OF MOUNT SHASTA

by

Eugene E. Thomes

First edition, clothbound, gold stamped, 307 pages, 
|5.00 postpaid (Californians add 15/) from

Barrett Books
P. 0. Box #2181 
Hollywood 28 
California

UNKNOWN WORLDS*.»*»»***»MINT C0NDIT10N*»»»»»«.*»10/

ASTOUNDING************»*MINT CONDITION.*.****..* */

MERRITT IN FFM»*» ♦♦♦♦♦♦MINT CUNDITI0N»»**»»»»**»5/

AMAZING ANNUAL*♦♦♦♦♦♦•♦♦MINT CONDITION.*♦•*♦*♦•♦25/

Those were but a few 
the past. This is 1948!

But even in this day 
have to go broke in order

of the bargains we had in

of inflation, you don't 
to build up a collection.

DECIL HAS IT CHEAP!

Yes, Decil has it cheap. Decil has HUNDREDS of 
FINE Unknowns, Astoundings, FFMs, Amatings. Planets, 
Futuves, etc, etc, etc, to unload at BARGAIN PRICES.

Bargain prices?

DECIL GUARANTEES THAT HE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD!
U name YOUR OWN PRICE!11

Your own prices are the prices you pay. Write 
to Decil (enclosing self-addressed, stamped envelope) 
saying what you want, and how much you would be wil
ling to pay for it. No reasonable offer will be re
fused. Of Course if two people want the same item, 
it goes to the highest bidder.

FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED. GET IN ON THIS SWELL DEAL!

Decil
170 "C" St., Apt #2 
Upland, California

" A private collection 
for your selection!" 

MONEY BACK GUUANTEE
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"OUT OF print:"

The most fateful 3 words in the book reader's vocabulary. 
Lives there a fan with soul so dead who never to himself hath wept, 
"Me and that great big hole in my head! When the book was available 
I overslept!"? Well, that nifty Nelson Bond collection, MR MERGEN- 
THMIRKER'S LOBBLIES, is now O.P. Recently you saw "Spaoehounds of 
IPC" offered for sale in Fantasy Advertiser (not by me) for 410, 
and you "Weapon Makers" seekers have probably heard the sad news by 
now that $20 was recently paid for a copy by a dealer: So I suppose 

you'll sigh and resign yourself to having to fork over something 
like —5 bucks?— for THE LOBBLIES. But no: Ackerman astounds the 
book buying world: An ample supply of the o/p book that was auctioned 
at the Torcon offered in jam (jacket and mint) condition—the First 

z 
Edition—for the original low price of only $2.75.

And fans: Another "scoop d'etat" : This is the only 

ad you will find in this issue for THE SHIP OF ISHTAR....in hard 
covers.... illustrated by Virgil Finlay! Complete, unexpurgated 
text for the firstime since 1924! Probably pricei $3 — no more 
— maybe less. Enuf advance orders could conceivably result in 
a larger print order, correspondingly reducing the price. Refunds 
guaranteed if price reduced — but send my your $3 now for the new 

SHIP OF ISHTAR, promised for New Year's!
Stamps, cash, checks, postal notes or money orders, to 

Forrest J Ackerman
Box 6151 Metropolitan Station 

Los Angeles 55, California 
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Even People -- odd ones, too — read 
Pirate Press Books
No Fan would be without them.
Because Fen like Pirate Press Books
Because Pirate Press Publications 
please persnickety people-
Pirate Press prints them old and new, to be read, even if they aren't 
literature.
Pirate Press prints every single word real close to the paper — you 
can't brush off what Pirate Press prints.

9

Pirate Press might not be the answer to your reading problems, but 
Pirate Press can give you some good reading problems to answer.
You can get Pirate Press books from fan dealers, such as characters 
like Ackerman, who has a complete set of them at 236^ North New Hamp
shire Avenue, Los Angeles 4, California.
If your particular fan dealer (character like Ackerman) doesn't handle 
Pirate Press books, then get a dealer who isn't so particular, and get 
your own copy to handle.
Don't miss Number 1, Brains for Janes, 36/ in wrappers or $2.00 in the 
deluxe clothbound limited edition. These stories absolutely unavailable 
in any other form.
And — FLASH) EXCLUSIVE) SCOOP) -- Forries Stories, gems from the 
ball point pen of the Known Universe Fan Number 1. You can't afford to 
miss this one, so watch for publication date.
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C □ C C NEW FANTASY! rntt BOOK EOF YOU I
a book and become a. member

of tlie Fantasy Book Club. It's as 
simple as that I For every two books 
purchasedyou will receive a premium 
book free. No obligation io buy more 
than two books per year~ and pay 
only the regular retail pries./

BE A CHARTER MEMBER! JOIN NOWWITU
THE PURCHASE Of ANY OR AU Of THESE SELECTIONS

•“The Carnelian Cube." by L.S.deCamp ^F.Pfdtt
Gnome Press $ 5

•“Skylark Three” by Edward E.Smith,ihJ).
Fantasy Press $ 3

•"Without Sorcery" by Theodore Sturgeon.
Prime Press $ 3

•“Slaves of Sleep" by L.Ron Hubbard
Shasta Publishers $3

•“The 3155 of February"by Nelson Bond.. (won due) Gnome Press $3

„ , by PrankOwen _ _ r/usiTtitea p/ France&munn.
Snomef>vssf3

"Pattern for Conquest” 
by Georae O. Smith

Gnome

/ AU \
/ MEMBERS RECEIVE ' 

The Club Bulletin 
regularly/Free?

Articles, Stones, etc. 
i bq prominent <jutho£$ 
\ WRITE TODAY FOR / 
V SAMPLE COPY</

FANTASY 
BOOKCLUB 
300 WEST*67 ST.

NEW YORK 25, N.Y.
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TORCON
I was one of those fortunate e- 

nough to be able to attend the TORCON 
and enjoyed it very, very much. Per
sonally, I rate it second best of the 
five I've attended.

The boys in Canada certainly de
serve a lot of credit for the grand 
job they did in every department. 
The whole thing ran so smoothly at 
all times—with one minor exception- 
— that it added greatly to one's 
pleasure.

It was unfortunate that more pro's 
were not therej but that can hardly 
be charged against the Canucks.There 
were only four or five--Bloch, Geo 0 
Smith, Keller and Vollheim--but quite 
a number of semi-pros (guys and gals 
who are fans but have sold some stor
ies). There was also a certain big
name fan who has so back- slidden 
badly he now writes, and SELLS, who
dunnits.

The physical arrangements were 
fine. The majority of the attendees 
were housed at the King Edward hotel 
a really fine place, with excellent 
service (particularly one certain 
House Dick). The Hall, while a walk 
of several blocks away, was large e- 
nough to seat us all comfortably with 
plenty of space around the edges for 
the exhibits of books, pictures and 
so on. k soft 41rink bar in the rear.

The handling of the auction was especially well done, I feel. ^he 
idea of having all pieces numbered 
and a mimeoed sheet prepared listing 
them was impressive. I believe this 
could well be made a traditional ha
bit for future convention auctions.

My own personal main reason for 
attending these conventions is the 
pleasure I get from meeting old fri
ends, and seeing in the flesh others 
of whom I know, whose stuff I ' ve 
read or with whom I've corresponded.

I got in late Friday night (about 
IjOO AM) and went right to bed. A 
couple of telephone calls kept me 
from immediate sleep which I needed 
as I was tired from two days on the 
traiif. Then, just as I was dropping 
off, my room-mate Ed Counts from Bat
tle Creek came in, and we talked for 
some time while he was getting ready 
for bed. Got up late the next morn
ing, all ready for the big doings.

The program got under way just a- 
bout on time, with Ned McKeown, con
vention chairman, presiding—and let 
me say here that he did a great job 
all the way through.

There was the introduction of vari
ous Canadians who had been on the com
mittee, and the usual mentioning of o- 
ther names, then the talk by the guest 
of honor, Robert Bloch.

Bloch makes a fine talk at any time. 
He is a great humorist, yet oan be ser
ious when the occasion calls for it. 
Most of his talk was serious,sensible, 
and lastly Interesting. He gave both 
his own and some other people's ideas 
of what Fandom means from a psychologi
cal standpoint.lt was a really thought 
provoking talk.

After a brief intermission,the var
ious publishers got up and gave out 
with their plans for the coming months 
and years in the way of books they are 
to publish, and so on. Start saving 
your pennies, folks - some fine volumm 
coming up you'll want to get.

The film that evening was the minor 
exception of which I spoke earlier. To 
some it was intensly interesting , 
tracing as it did, man's attempt to 
conquer the atom. It was a strictly 
technical type of film, and those who 
understood what it was all about got a 
lot out of it. Some of us dumb-bells 
couldn't understand much of the later 
details, and so began wandering around 
the outside halls, or congregating in 
the back of the hall around the soft
drink stand. At one point the conven
tion officials stopped the film and 
asked if the gang wanted it completed 
and they voted to go on.

After the film George 0. Smith gave 
us a splendid talk on Interplanetary 
Cosmunications. George, too, is a hum
orist who can be serious on occasions 
and on this talk he was mostly serious 
giving us technical information tend
ing to show that right now, with the 
technology we have at present,it would 
be possible to communicate with Mars 
or Venus if only one single factor was 
present, i'hat is—if there were some
one up there to receive our communic
ations.

Sunday afternoon the auction took place, and it was a dilly. ^hey had 
some fine pieces for sale, and Erle M.
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Korshak did his usual f ne job of auc
tioneering. High-light of the event 
was the duel between Alfred Prime and 
Harry Moore for the Finlay cover of 
"The Devil's Spoon", which both stub
born nuts refused to concede to t h e 
other until finally Prime dropped out 
at #76.00—an all-time high that I, 
personally, hope stands forever. I've 
paid some high prices at convention 
auctions, but that was rediculous.

The Suday evening sessions was man
ly Ml son "Boob" Tuckerb long-awaited 
Fannish Survey, complete with some 
really fine graphs done largely by 
Mari-Beth Wheeler. The talk was vast
ly interesting and entertaining and 
brought out some quite surprising ang
les on fans, their ages, occupations, 
outside hobbies, etc.

There was supposed to be reports 
from various editors after that, but 
unfortunately none of them were there 
except Don Wollheim, who did talk a 
bit about the Avon Fantasy Header,and 
its plans for the future.

Monday afternoon's speaker was Dr. 
Keller, who gave a surprisingly good 
talk about the evolution of Fantasy— 
surprising in that it was written and 
not too long. I like Doc Keller—do
n't get me wrong - but sometimes when 
he starts ad-libbing he gets long- 
winded and repetitious.

Then came various items of fan bus
iness, the financial report of the 
convention and choosing the next site. 
The Canadian boys had kept a fine set 
of books—they knew exactly where ev
ery cent came from and went. It was 
a very business-like method of hand
ling the funds.

For the first time there was real
ly some "politiking" about the next 
convention city-- saake-filled rooms 
and all. It seems that certain people 
in the New York area wanted it to be 
there, as next year is the tenth ani- 
versary of the First convention, held 
there. But the old and ugly spectre 
of two divided factions reared its 
head again, and outside fans didn't 
want the chance of such a contretemps 
as happened at the first convention. 
So the fans who are most interested 
were worried, and figured something 
must be done-

Unfortunately no one from the West 
Coast was present and prepared to bid 
for the convention—and it should ' ve 
gone there. Ackerman, Hevelin 4 Evans 
were there from LA, but did not feel 
that it was right for them to ask for 
another convention after only three 

years. Everyone had hoped that the 
growing and live Portland, Oregon, 
club would bid, but nothing was heard 
from them.

Neither Milwaukee and Minneapolis, 
two other acceptables, were in a mood 
for bidding,for one reason or another. 
Harry Moore wanted it for New Orleans, 
but this didn't seem to meet w i th 
much approval. The kids from Detroit 
wanted to bid, and were prepared to 
do so, but Detroit is so close to Tor
onto that it was felt that their time 
should come in a few years.

Nearly thirty fans assembled i n 
Korshak's room Sunday evening, or af
ter the evening session. Finally 
someone had a brilliant idea - how a- 
bout Cincinnati? There is a fine 
gang of adult fans in that neighbor
hood, spear-headed by Charley Tanner. 
Don Ford was present, eand he thought 
they'd like the idea, out wasn't pre
pared to accept the responsibility of 
making the bid. "Let's phone Tanner," 
someone suggested, and Korshak pit the 
call in, while the gan^ started throw
ing money on the bed to pay for the 
call.

As a result, Dr. Barrett was auth
orized to make the bid, and did so 
Monday afternoon. The Detroit boys 
seconded itj and others from differ
ent sections lent support. It was 
carried. So it's over the Rhine in 
•49 — the convention for Labor Day 
week-end. Start making plans RIGHT 
now to attend. It'll be a big event, 
I'm predicting.

The evening session was a Buffanet 
dinner and the fan entertainment, MCB 
by the irrepressible twins, Bloch and 
Smith. Those guys are really funny. 
High-light was the trio by Dave and 
Pam McInnis and their pooch, Goldberg 
Soda. After their rendition I moved 
that Ackerman resign as No. 1 Face 4 
that the position be given to Gdldburg 
Soda. The idea seemed to click. Blodi 
gave his "Survey", with charts yet, 4 
it was a scream. The Philly gang put 
on a radio soap-opera. . Rothman gave 
a talk on semantics that was serious 
and interesting. Sam Moskowitz recit
ed Poe's "The Raven" - well-done, too.

And then, suddenly, we were all 
standing and singing "Old Lang Syne" 
and it was all over! How swiftly 
those three wonderful days flew by.

Oh, well, only about 355 days until 
the Cinvention. Will you be there? 
I expect to be, and you'll be missing 
a really grand time if you don't at
tend. Those conventions are certain
ly the Fan-Highlights of the years.
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BRITISH FANTASY , WEIRD, SCIENCE FICTION PUBLICATIONS
BRITISH FANTASY, WEIRD, SCIENCE FICTION PUBLICATIONS

Russell Thorndike MASTER OF THE MACABRE 1.70 cents
Garnett Radcliffe LADY FROM VENUS 1.70
Ray Cummings SHADOW GIRL 1.00—
Lord Dunsany FOURTH BOOK OF JORKENS 1.90
Maebum Staniland BACK TO THS FUTURE 1.70
S.Fowler Wright POWER 1.50
Charles Williams WAR IN HEAVEN 1.70
M.P.Sheil BEST SHORT STORIES OF M.P.SHEIL 2.10-----'—.
J.Russell Feam GOLDEN AMAZON RETURNS 1.00
Margery Livingstone DELPHIC ECHO • 2.50
Olaf Stapledon SIRIUS 1.70
H.Kaner PEOPLE OF THE TWILIGHT 1.70
Charles Williams SHADOWS OF ECTASY 1.70
L.T.C.Rolt SLEEP NO MORE 1.70
J.Jefferson Farjeon DEATH OF A WORLD 1.70
Roger L.Green FROM THE WORLD'S END 1-.50
Pu Sung-Ling CHINESE GHOST AND LOVE STORIES 2.50
Pelham Groom PURPLE TWILIGHT 1.70
Eden Philpotts FALL OF THE HOUSE OF HERON 1.90
Laurence Ki rk GALE OF THE WORLD 1.70
Vardis Fisher INTIMATIONS OF EVE 1.90
Charles Williams MANY DIMENSIONS 1.70
Francis Ashton ALAS,THAT GREAT CITY 1.90
Karel Capek KRAKATIT 1.70

and many others
PAPER BACKED S.F.

STRANGE ADVENTURES (first story —'Green Dimension') 20 cents
FUTURISTIC STORIES (first story —'Dark Asteroid') 20
'FUTURISTIC STORIES (first story —'The Lords of Zorm')30
OCCULT SHORTS 10 cents UNKNOWN REPRINTS 20 cents OUTLANDS 10 cents f

ANY BOOK OR MAGAZINE PUBLISHED IN BRITAIN OBTAINED ON REQUEST

EVERY ITEM SUPPLIED BY US IS ABSOLUTELY NEW, MINT CONDITION
AND EXCEPT FOR PAPER BACKED ITEMS ALL HAVE ORIGINAL DUST JACKETS

We DO NOT want cash for any item. We will accept our wants.
We require any of the following and will allow 10 cents for each.
PULP MAGAZINES ................. Westerns,Detect«ves etc.
POCKET BOOKS .................... Any type — Dells,Bantam,.Superior etc.
TRUE CRIME and TRUE COFESSIONS type magazines.
SCRE-JN MAGS. (dates roust be within the last 12 months)

Except for the Screen nags, our wants can be of any age. 
Condition must be at least fair with covers complete.

All enquiries answered.

DON'T WAIT. Ship those old mags or pocket books now and write 
us your wants. Immediate attention.

DELLS, 209/11 KIRKGATE MARKET, BRADFORD, YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND.
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Malcolm M. Ferguson The Brookfield Bookshop Sanbornville, New Hampshire

M.P. SHIEL: - COLD STE"L> a fine, clean first - London, Grant Richards (name on 
flyleaf; covers very new & bright) $6.50. Also COLD STEEL, London, Gollanoz, 
1929, good, clean copy $3.25. All items postpaid....

THE PURPLE CLOUD, Vanguard, Amerioan first, 1930, mint in d.w. - several copies of 
this attractive edition (originally $2.50) $2.25

DR. KRAS INSKI’S SECRET, ABOUT MYSELF, plus portrait cut, in Book League Monthly,
Oct. 1929, pristine copy. $1.75

THE BEST SHORT STORIES OF M.°. SHIEL, Gawsworth, editor, London, Gollanoz, $3.50 
ABOVE ALL ELSE, London, Lloyd Cole (English first) 1943. Uncommon & uncommonly 

good. $3.25
LORD OF THE SEA, London, Gollanoz, 1929, sometehat revised edition $3.25

Yes, I will stock the SHIELOGRAPHY at $6.00 also, & it can be ordered with any 
of the above or separately. Or you can get acquainted with M.P. Shiel by buying it 
directly from the Fantasy Publishing Co. Inc., 8318-20 Avalon Boulevard, Los Angeles 
3, California.

LITERARY DIGEST, Apr. 20, 1929 ” A Record-Smashin’ Literary Resurrection” - more 
Shiel, page of conroent & photo. Fine... 85^

Other Specials: J, Sheridan Le Fanu: UNCLE SILAS, English Penguin paperback edition. 
75^ a copy. Yep, I’ve snaggled a small stock of these; may be your only chance to 
get this classic thus cheaply. Others: UNCLE SILAS, London, Bentley, 1886, fine, 
cloth (name on flyleaf) $3.50 (And cheap at that, so you see what I mean...) •
WILLING TO DIE, London, Hutchinson, n.d. (around 1900) fine, rare weird $5.50, Others. 
A CENTURY OF CREEPY STORIES, Hutchinson, n.d. good, $5.50
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from the fantasy library 
of

Robert Bloch

Duplicates and discards in good to mint 
condition...priced for quick sale, as I 
must make room for new arrivals. Terms : 
Cash With Order.

ASQUITH.........This Mortal Coil, d/w.............$2.00
BENNET........... Doctor to the Dead, d/w........2.00
BI ERSTADT.........Enter, Murder ers......................... 1.00
BLACKWOOD.........The Doll, d/w..............................1.50
COLLIER... .Defy the Foul Fiend......................1.50
COLLIER............. His Monkey Wife......................... 1.50
COPPARD............. Fearful Pleasuresd/w..............2.00
DANIELS............. Clash of Angels d/w................ 1.00
DERLETH............. Dark of the Moon d/w..............2.00
HARTLEY............. The Travelling Grave <y'w..2.00
HEINLEIN........... Beyond This Horizon d/w...2.50
HODGSON............ Carnacki the GhostPinder d/w...2.00
HODGSON............. House on the Borderland d/w....3.50
ILES.................... Malice Aforethought...............1.00
JACOBI................ Revelations in Black d/w..2.00——
LEFANU.J........... Green Tea d/w ,.............2.00
LOVECRAFT....Lurker at Threshold d/w....1.50 
PHELAN..............Moon in the River...................... 1.50
SANDOZ....The Maxef illus. Dali) d/w....2.00
SANDOZ. .Fantastic Memories (illus. Dali) d/w. ..2.75
SHIEL...-;.........The Purple Cloud....................... 1.00
SHIEL..................Above AH Else d/w....................1.00
SMITH..................Satan's Circus........................... 1.00
VAN VOGT........... Sian d/w......................................... 2.50
WADELTON...........Sarah Mandrake............................1.50
WAGENKNECHT...Six Novels Supernatural d/w...$1.50
WAKEFIELD...Clock Strikes Twelve, d/w....2.00
WALTON................Witch House, d/w.........................1.50
WEINBAUM........... The New Adam.................................. 1.50
WEINBAUM...........Dawn of Flame, autograft

by Milwaukee Fictioneers...12.00 
LOVECRAFT.........Beyond the Wall of Sleep

d/w..................................................... 17.50

ROBERT BLOCH
740 N. Plankinton Avenue Milwaukee 3, Wis.
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WHY WORRY?
There are many readers of this ad(possibly you!) who have been called up for 

military service or who will be called up within the next few months. But these 
people still like to get the latest books, the latest magazines, etc. with a 
bearing on Fantasy. Now from the true reader, and collector’s point of view, the 
service period may cause some trouble—may cause him to miss certain items that 
he would like to get before they go out of print. What does he do? He places an 
order with Joseph B. Baker for a tbtal of $5.00 worth of books before entering 
the service(this may be future releases, if he so desires). Then, at bi-monthly 
periods, a newsletter is sent out. It will list all new titles, all forthcoming 
titles in Domestic and Imported Fantasy, the prices, a general description of 
the lesser known items plus noted news items which are outstanding.

This service will consist of a mimeographed sheet type and will vqjy from two 
to a maximum of 5 pages. It will be mailed to any address of your choice and 
an accurate file will be kept of all changes of address, providing the person 
receiving this service informs the address below every time a change in address 
is made. In distinct terms, changes of address will become effective 24 hours 
after receipt of notification. Further details may be had by enclosing a stamped, 
self-addressed envelope with all inquiries. Be specific when asking questions.

%IIS
YOU'D EXPECT TO PAY MORE!

All Items mint. No second-hand titles

RHODE ISLAND ON LOVECRAFT-Mint condition of a distinct rarity only $1.25 
THE INCOMPLETE ENCHANTER-Mint with d/w mint and worth much more $5.00 
BEST SUPERNATURAL STORIES OF H. P. LOVECRAFT-Mint with d/w)o.p.) $ . 50
THE CARNELAIN CUBE- A few copies left autographed only $3.00
ROADS-Limlted number being autographed for November only $2.00

_.  OUT OF THE SILENCE-Copies of this E. Cox classic arriving regularly $$3.00—-—I
THE MISSING ANGEL- A few copies on hand with doubtful restocking $3.00
THE PURPLE CLOUD- An M. P. Shiel Classic "survival" story (orlg. $1.)$ .60-----
THE BREAKING OF THE SEALS, Francis Ashton's Classic "pre-historic" $2.75 
CARCASSONNE-Llmlted printing of a Dunsany gem. Stock limited $1.00
THE MAN WHO WENT BACK-New copy with d/w. Only one left at this price $2.25 
ABI TITLE BI CHARLES WILLIAMS- Every copy new, direct from England $2.10 
ADAM AND EVE AND PINCH ME, collection by A. E. Coppard in p/b form $ .50
TWILIGHT OF THE GODS, collection of stories by Garnett in p/b form $ .50 
THE IRON CASTLE-From the pages of UNKNOWN,

Also all the "snail press" releases new and forthcoming. Information about 
forthcoming titles sent upon receipt of stamped, self-addressed envelope.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - BUY ™ BOOKS BAKER- - - - - - - - - - - -
-- --------------------- JOSEPH B. BAKER -------------------------

_______________________ P.O. BOX 416 _________________  
CHICAGO 90 - ILLINOIS
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WHY TAKE CHANCES?Get yourCIN-con Membership Card encaged' in gleaming plastic. 
Then step on it...drop it from the Washington Monument...it cannot be marred. The 
value is obvious, the cost is small; 6 10£ stamps with your card is all you send 
to the address below—don’t wait, don’t hesitate—let’s go! This offer good until 
December 1st. All cards received on or before that date will be returned Dec. 15th< 
Hext deadline is May 1st, 1949. All cards received before that date returned on 
May, 15th, 1949. No cards accepted after May 1st. Cards sent after this date will 
be held for return postage. They definitely will not be sent back unless postage 
is sent. But why wait that long. Get yours in before December 1st and be sure!

ARENT I ONIaLl OOL'ZCWRS^^^^^^^^^BTrENTION|ALL COLLECTORS]

Fantasy Hunt Service

HERE’S ALL YOU DO!
Check your collection for 
all titles wanted

Make a list of all titles 
giving edition wanted, 
condition necessary, etc.

Mail me that list immediately!

HERE’S WHAT
Baker does for you
Acknowledges receipt of your 
list at once

Sends a duplicate listing of 
each title to various second
hand stores, roving book- 
hunters, etc.

Checks many Chicago sources 
for every title listed with 
him, personally making sure 
that all sources know of this 
title’s desirability.

Last-minute arrivals and in limited quantities. Order now!

'autographed!THE PORCELAIN MAGICIAN; new novel by Frank Owen ______ ____
NIGHT’S BLACK AGENTS, Fritz Leiber—Some copies PMW $3.00 
ALAS, THAT GREAT CITY, Francis (Breaking Of The Seals)Ashton $2.75 
HOLY TERRORS, a p/b collection by Arthur Machen (imported) J .50
Remember! ANY title from ANY foreign country for $3.00...or less!

.00

.50

OTHER IMPORTED TITLES AT SIMILAR SAV INGS...SEND FOR LIST,

CANADIAN

REPRESENTATIVE!r—BUY ~ BOOKS=BAKER
William D. Grant 
11 Burton Road
Toronto 10, Ont.

JOSEPH B. BAKER
P.O. BOX 416 

CHICAGO 90 - ILLINOIS
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THE MVSXC SEVEN

What mysterious knowledge did
the Ancients 
regard seven

have that led them to
as a magic number ??

From the earliest times, seven was regarded

/i
with suoerstltlous awe by our ancestors. 
Did they have some mysterious prescience? 
Could they foretell the future? Could 
they look forward to a time in the future 
when that number would have a great, an ex
tremely significant meaning In the life of 
their descendants?

Modern metanhysi clans have given much 
study to this fascinating problem and have 
decided that there is a possibility that 
they could and did. Decidedly significant, 
they say, is the mystic arrangement of fig
ures arranged below. Study them carefully 
and you, too, will realize the significance 
of the mystic "Seven” In your life.

2.
3.

Nycon, 1939
Chicon, 1940
Denventlon, 1941

4. Paclflcon,
5. Phllcon,
6. Torcon,

1946
1947
1948

C I N V

Just send us

7.

E N

1949

T I 0 N

If you are interested in tbe 
arrangement of these numbers, if you 
that they have an Importance to your
ness, then, In 
custom, send a 
tlon Committee.

mystic 
believe 
happl>-

accordance with the ancient 
dollar and Join the Cinven-

Let
shower its blessings upon

the Mystic Seven 
you..

NEVER MIND THE COUPONS.’

dollar and say you’re coming
September 3-4-5, 1949 

Send It to the Cinventlon Committee, Don Ford, 
129 Maple Ave.

Sharonville, Ohio

to Cincinnati

Recording Secretary
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